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Bill Kalar

From: Joslyn Sutton <joslynsutton@gmail.com> ^/v"
Sen;.: Monday, March IS, 2013 11x15 AM "Q$^
To:

Subject: The Homestead RV Park and Resort M/|^

Mr. Kalar,

•ISA:
Bill Kalar

«fc£

I am writing to address some issues I have read aboutconcerning the proposed "Homestead RV Park and
Resort". I have been excited about this proposal, as my family and I often camp and/or vacation in the area (and
arevery familiar with the area around Ottertail Lake), but I have also been very discouraged by some of the
comments/complaints I have read in newspaper articles and editorials. From my perspective (that of someone
who loves and uses the lakes area for recreation), I believe the Ottertail/Battle Lake area is sorely in need of
another resort option as there have been multiple occasions when finding a place to stay in the area has proved
difficult for me and my family. Even though I am in favor of a new RV park and resort in the area, I would
think twice about supporting it if I didn't think it 'fit in' with the area I love so much - but it does! The area is a
vacation destination and has been for a long time. It's 'lake country'. I believe a number of people who now
own property in the area started out as vacationers to lake country themselves and ended up purchasing
permanent or summer homes in the area.

I have read a few articles where people who are opposed to this project have voiced concerns that traffic would
become a burden on their lake if the resort were to be built. First of all, I do not believe this to be true - it's a
little ridiculous to think every person who goes to a resort in Minnesota has a boat. And secondly, common
sense dictates that if a person staying at a resort went to put his or her boat in the water and soon noticed that the
lake had boat traffic that was too heavy to support the activities he or she had planned, then the boater could
either try again later when traffic on the lake is lighter or (and this seems the most obvious answer to me)
another lake could be chosen. After all, there are many, many lakes in the area and therefore, many, many
options for those wishing to make use of the lakes. And the last, and most important, point I wanted to make
about this argument was that no matter by whom or for how long lakeshore property has been owned - the lakes
in the area are still public lakes. Anyone can use them - whether they live in the area or not. They are not
owned by the people who live near them. I can understand how a person who lives in the area could feel a
sense of ownership about the lakes (especially Ottertail Lake) - as a person familiar with the area and a citizen
of Minnesota, I myself feel this way - but that does not mean anyone is allowed to try to claim the lake as their
own or discourage others from using it.

I have also read comments about the fear of RV park customers trespassing on private property. I believe
trespassing is already against the law and the proposed resort would not change that. I also highly doubt that
the owners of any business would encourage their customers to break the law (which could, thereby, get the
owners themselves in trouble), and therefore, I'm sure the owners of the proposed resort would take all steps
necessary to discourage and prohibit trespassing of any kind.

And the last comment I have read that I wanted to address has to do with the wayside rest down the road from
the proposedsite of the resort (on Hwy 78). Apparently there are people who believe this wayside rest/picnic
area would be filled to capacity (and over) by people staying at the resort and raucous parties would ensue. I
find this laughable. I have used the wayside rest in question many times (swimming is one ofmy favorite
activities on Ottertail and the wayside rest has steps down to a nice sandybeach) and I can't recall EVER seeing



more than a couple cars in the parking lot (if even that - most of the time, my family and I were the only people
there). And furthermore, I can't imagine the 'park' being 'overrun' by people who havepaid to stay
elsewhere. The wayside rest is nice, but if I paid for a week at a resort, I am going to stay there.

I just wanted to voice some ofmy concerns over what is being said in public about the proposed 'Homestead
RV Park and Resort'. It seems the opposition to this project has been very vocal and I wanted to make sure that
those who are responsible for making decisions about this issue are aware that not everyone feels this
way. Thank you for considering my comments and point of view.

Sincerely,
Joslyn Sutton



Bill Kalar

From: keelercb@comcast.net

Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 11:55 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Proposed Homestead at Otter tail RV Park and Resort

m

Mr. Kalar,

As property owners on Otter Tail lake (37746 El Dorado Beach Road), please add us to the large list
of those opposing this development. Vehicle traffic, boat and boat landing congestion and additional
phospate leaching into the lake are our primary concerns.

Sincerely,

Charles E. (Chuck) and Barbara Keeler
C-612-859-9884



Bill Kalar

From: Jan Nermoe <nermoej@arvig.net>
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 12:24 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Fwd: Friends of Oter Lake, MN

Ik*i

^
Bill I'm forwarding this email to you. It is self-explanatory.

—Original message — ^Cg
Subject: Friends of Oter Lake, MN
From: Pam Barker <pbarker@qerinqschools.net>
To: nermoei(o)arviq.net <nermoei@arviq.net>

Date: Monday, 18/03/2013 11:51 AM

I am sending this response to the email I received earlier entitled URGENT: Attention Otter
Tail Lakeshore Owners Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort.

My family and I are adamantly opposed to a 185-unit cluster development across from Otter
Tail at the junction of State Highway 78 and CR5. We are taken back and disappointed that
the Otter Tail County Board is even considering this detrimental proposal! Not only would this
project be harmful to Otter Tail Lake but also to the property owners on the lake (of which
my family have been for over fifty years). We are also appalled that the property owners of
this proposed development would consider this project even acceptable for this area. It is
apparent, in my families eyes, the motive is money and greed! We would challenge the
property owners to consider a project founded on ethical principles and what is in the best
interest environmentally and for the betterment of the community.

Thank you!

Pom BodUr

1900 Rate,* Awnw

(jwuf, Ndrada 69341
308-436-5555



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

March 19, 2013

McLarsen <mclarsen@wh-link.net>

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:51 PM
Bill Kalar

Proposed Otter Tail RV Park & Resort

ter

Bill Kalar,

We would like to go on the record as stating that we oppose the 185-unit cluster
development for Otter Tail Lake. Our number one concern should be the effects on the
lake!

Over the years we have found more difficulty to enjoy fishing and the safety of water
sports due to overcrowding of areas of the lake.

We trust that you will take our concerns into consideration when making a decision
regarding this

proposal.

Thank you,

Curt & Marilyn Larsen

6940 Xene Lane N.

Maple Grove, MN 55311
(Owners at 28676 County Highway 145)
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Bill Kalar

From: Sue Riedman <sueriedman@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:14 PM y%J
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net <^.
Subject: OPPOSITION to Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort ^<f

XTo Whom it May Concern, c£*
My folks have owned a cabin on Ottertail for 70+ years and we are seasonal visitors to Ottertail Lake
for 50+ years.
We highly oppose the Homestead project that would be equal to 185 more lake lots, creating
significantly increased highway congestion, motorand pedestrian conflicts on an already busy State
highway, considerably increased boat traffic, overtaxed boat landings and elevated risk for invasive
species as a result. Turning residential/ag neighborhood into commercial use for large gatherings
isn't smart or compatible
development and will change the unique Ottertail Lake living experience and quality of life. Please
consider our opposition when making your decisions.
Sincerely,
Homeowners: Lois & Ray Riedman
Seasonal Visitors: Sue & Jon Curd



te?

Bill Kalar

From: pdhikers@comcast.net ^^S/l/f:
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:23 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: comments on proposed Homestead RV Park and Resort M/Vn 0

Dear Mr. Kalar

As landowners in Otter Tail County we would like to comment on the proposed Homestead RV Park
and Resort near the intersection of State Hwy. #78 and County Hwy. #5 south of Ottertail.

We want to go on record as being in favor of the RV Park/Campground.

Otter Tail County and, specifically, the Battle Lake/ Ottertail/ Henning area is lake country and,
therefore, dependent upon tourist trade for a good deal of its income. There are very few
campgrounds in that entire area and a good campground / RV Park would meet the needs of an RV /
camping community which is not presently available.

We have heard and read some of the concerns of people with property in the immediate area of the
proposed campground and feel feel many of them are unfounded.

A well run campground should not present any real additional issues of trespassing on nearby
properties.

Being avid campers ourselves we feel many people coming to a campground are not going to be
bringing boats into the area. They may be coming just for the camping experience and to see the
area or to visit relatives or to attend school and/or family reunions. With all the different lakes in the
area we don't see why there should be any large additional usage of any single boat landing or
roadside park.

Wefeel the projected RV Park / Campground would be a great addition to the area and would fit right
in with what our wonderful lake country is all about.

Sincerely,

Paul & Diane Halvorson

pdhikers@comcast.net



m

Bill Kalar

From: Tom Parks <ptparks@embarqmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 6:46 PM ^fi&fc"
To: Bill Kalar; nermoej@arvig.net v£Q
Subject: concerns Homestead At Otter Tai RV Park and Resort

Importance: High ** aPo^.
°u*ce

To Whom It May Concern:

I would like to express my concern over the development of the Homestead At Otter Tail RV Park and Resort.
This new development would change many of the things I have cherished since I started coming to this area in
1952.

1. In my many years of vacationing at our cottage on Ottertail Lake I have always noticed how the
residents of this area and Minnesota take pride in keeping their property well kept and clean. There
are going to be campfires, trash, smoke, noise, dust, unpleasant smells, dumping of trash in the park
close to this development and many things that are unforeseen. For example, I have been at the
cottage when we have had a wind storm that develops very quickly. Our property will be subject to
blowing trash, possibility of fires that have not been completely contained and many things that one
doesn't think of when there is a large gathering of people.

2. I'm not sure the developers understand what impact a 70-185-site RV park will have on traffic
patterns, boat landingcongestion and the risk for invasive species as a result of more trafficon the
lake.

3. Our property is located on the top of a hill and on manyoccasions it is difficult to pull out on
Highway 78. You can't see the oncoming traffic until it is right close to the property. I can't imagine
what it will be like with the additional motor homes and/or trailers hitched with boats, jet skis, cars
on a two-lane highway. A person can't ride a bike, take a walk and feel safe on Highway 78 right
now. The traffic is going 60- 65 miles anhour and now there is a possibility of much more traffic
on this highway!

4. I wonder about the safety of ourproperty and trespassing. Are there enough law enforcement people
to respond to complaints or emergencies ina timely manner? Does this owner-operator know what
happens when you get a large gathering of people who have been drinking and become belligerent?
Are they prepared tobe policemen? I'm not saying these things will happen, but what if?

I have thought a lot about thepros and cons of this idea and the cons outweigh thepros for this development. I
hope the decision makers of this idea think deeply about this project and see if the cons don't outweigh thepros.

Thank you for allowing me to express my opinions.

Michele Parks

Scottsbluff, Nebraska



/#*

Bill Kalar

From: Sandi Reed <dakotadolll@yahoo.com> "^IVEQ
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:17 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV Park Concerns ^A/O &ft£So

Icannot imagine that a RV park with 185 rental spots in a 70 acre area being a positive thing for the Ottertail Lake area.
This lake already has several resorts and camp areas on the south side of the lake.
Our cabin is between a multi unit trailer park and a campground and we always have people just hanging out in front of
our place on pontoons all day partying, playing loud music etc because they have no place to dock their boats. This will
only promote more of this type of activity on the lake.
Multi sewers, water, utilities for 185 units are just part of my concerns from this RV Park along with my concerns of
increased traffic and late night partying, drinking and driving.
This will also increase the use of the boat landing (parking trailers all day) in the area which is already a very busy boat
landing. Ialso believe this will impact Ottertail Lakeshore and lake with a large increase in boat traffic and use of the
public beach area just down the road.

I do not believe that temporary visitors have our lake shores best interests in mind.

Sandi Reed

Concerned Ottertail Lake Property Owner



Hi>

Bill Kalar

From: Nathan Hanson <pasturehanson@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:35 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: A word on behalf of the Homestead RV Park and Resort *»**,
To Mr. Bill Kalar: ^Oj.

° Ĉ&

This letter comes to you in support of the Homestead RV Park and Resort that is being planned by Greg and Beth
Swanberg.

As a pastor, I have convened worship services in many different outdoor settings, and the venue for this Resort is ideal for
the needs of families who yearn for the pleasures of the rural lakeside in Otter Tail County and the whole of northern
Minnesota. There is a great need for such facilities, and even more these days as financial constraints limit the
opportunities for families to purchase a lake home or find reasonable vacation opportunities close by. Further, public
grounds can prove victims of political maneuverings, so the public can find itself without such a picnic or camping area at
the whim of a sitting governor. I am very pleased with the plans as they have developed for this resort and urge you as a
board to approve this great site for their administration.

Greg and Beth's attention to the details of provision for the environmental protections demanded by such a campground is
noteworthy. They have proven obedient and compliant to each demand of the county for variances. These are two
people who revere the earth and the habitat. The expectations of those who camp at their facility will be as great and as
high as their own model standards. I expect the neighbors will find them all, campers and keepers alike, good examples
of sound stewardship of the delicate balance of people and nature, and great fun to work with. Whether litteror mollusk
threat, there will be oversight by this couple that would be exemplary for all outdoor enthusiasts with an eye to the future
well-being of Minnesota lake activity.

Iadmire these two people and look forward to their campground becoming a reality. Thank you for considering my e-
mail. I appreciate your attention.

Rev. Nathan Hanson, Moe Lutheran Parish of Hudson, South Dakota

in



/1/

Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

Lynn & Patty Johnson <johnroes@loretel.net>
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:58 AM /?£•

To: Bill Kalar vtyfc.
Subject: Homestead At OtterTail project

Dear Mr. Kalar: °0^

Having called Otter Tail my lake for as long as Ican remember, and as a current Otter Tail Lake cabin owner I feel I need
to comment on the proposed

185 unit development. Iam opposed to it for a number of reasons. First of all, highway 78 isa very busy, dangerous
highway in the summer. With the added cars, pickups etc., pulling trailers and boats, the joggers, and bicyclists, it will be
all the more dangerous. Isee this as a major problem, if the proposed development becomes a reality.
Another objection Iwould have, is the problem of invasive species. With that many more people there will certainly be
more boats coming and going at our lake accesses, elevating the risk of becoming another lake with zebra mussels or
one of the other invasive species. Why would we want to take that risk?
And how do our boat landings handle all the extra traffic? And what about
all the extra boat, pontoon and jet ski traffic on the lake? That is a real concern to me as a property owner.
I love Otter Tail Lake and want to protect and preserve it. Will people that don't live on the lake feel that same care,
compassion, and consideration for the lake we cherish?

Thank you for the opportunity to share my feelings on this matter.

Sincerely,

Patty Johnson



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Good day,

Iam writing this email in concern of the proposal before you relative to the 185 unit development across from Ottertail
Lake at the junctionof State Highway 78 and County Road 5. Iam hoping Ihave not been the onlyone to express
concern over the development.

I truly understand the economic impact the development would provide to the area business owners which have been
negatively impacted by the loss of resorts over the years. However that impact can be also seen as a plus for the area
business owners as this loss of resorts, more typically brought in new home owners of the newly purchased
individualized cabins which became homes vs. resorts. This shift in ownership brought in building supplies and a
consistent need for services and other variables to support their homes. One of the major impacts of this new home
ownership is the "accountability" of good lake/land stewardship, which cannot be as consistently controlled in the new
proposal. There in itself is a steady economic value, of sizable portions. By business owners portraying the "need" for a
recreational campground is a bit over extending the responsibility of the business owners also to understand the vital
needs/expectations of all owners.

Not only would this proposal allow the initiation of a 185 unit development, it may open the doors for additional similar
high volume developments in the future. I can only assume that many local residents have noted traffic
concerns/congestion and noise. Greater impacts will be felt on the public access areas, watershed, invasive species
control (which personally scares the hell out of me - after seeing firsthand damage that has be done) as well as the need
for increased conservation patrol in and around the lake itself.

There is a reason today why Ottertail Lake is widely respected as a family vacation spot - because of the wise counsel by
which your group has provided over the years. I respectfully ask that you and your board decline the 185 unit
development proposal for the betterment of Ottertail Lake and surrounding lakes.

Thank you for your time in reading my email.

Gus and Jaraine Mohs

28704 County Highway

Battle Lake MN 56515

Gus Mohs <gmohs@sauer-danfoss.com>
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:56 AM
Bill Kalar

Homestead at Ottertail RV Park

11*
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RECEIVED

March 15, 2013
LAND & RESOURCE

Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Mgmt
540 west Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead At OtterTail RV Park and Resort

Dear Bill:

l have owned property on Ottertail Lake for 20 plus years, we are very concerned
with overuse of the lake and the damaged caused by it. Keeping this in mind, we
are against having developments such as this with such close access to our lake.

Please help us protect our lake and river and hear our concerns.

Sincerely,

Stan Sirek
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March 10, 2013

Bill Kalar

Land & Resource Mgmt
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead At Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

11*
RECEIVED

LAND &RESOURCE

Dear Bill:

We have owned our propertyon Ottertail Lake and River since 1979. As you know manymanychanges
since then; some great and others not. Many of the problems are the result in use of the lake since
property values have escalated and the manycabinowners who used their property minimally made the
decision to sell or when property owners passed away their heirs made the decision to take the money
and run. Because of the cost of lake front property over the past 15 years, several members in a family
are sharing properties to make them affordable. The use of lake and river has increased tremendously.
Addto that groomed lawns have replaced the minimum maintenance yards and our lakes and rivers are
overgrown due to the fertilizers running off into the bodies of water. Now we have the problems
resulting from plants and species being carried on boats with the fisherman moving from lake to lake.

The county made the decision to allow at least one of the lakes infested with zebra mussles to overflow

into the Ottertail river which runs into the lake. This is not good news for those of us on the lake,
especially those of us having property on the peninsula. The development of the 185-unit cluster will
significantly add to the boat traffic on the lake, and tax the already overloaded DNR department and
Ottertail County Law Enforcement.

Please help us protect our lake and river and hear our concerns.

Sincerely,

losie Cimbura

42866 Pleasure Park Road
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RECEIVED

March 10,2013 LANn o r,
^N0& RESOURCE

Bill Kalar

Land &Resource Mgmt
540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead At Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Dear Bill:

Wehaveowned our property on Ottertail River for almost 20 years. The use of lakeand river has increased
tremendously since that time and some forcommercial use as fishing tournamentsand other businesses, some
people profiting who don'teven own property on the lake buthaveadded to the deterioration of it. Add to that
groomed lawnshave replaced the minimum maintenance yards and our lakes and rivers are overgrown due to the
fertilizers running offinto the bodies of water. Now we have the problems resulting from plants and species being
carried on boats with the fisherman moving from laketo lake. This new venture would further complicate the balance
ofnatural habitat byencouraging more boats and recreational vehicles being carried from laketo lake.

Please help us protectour lake and river and hear ourconcerns and vote against this.

Sincerely,

Okie Krause

42884 County Hwy 1
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Bill Kalar

From: Mary Lindgren <m6299521@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:46 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Lake development comment

Dear Mr Kalar,

Myfamily owns a cabin on Ottertail Lake. It has come to my attention that a development of 185 units has been proposed
for Ottertail Lake. I believe that the lake is already overdeveloped. My grandfather was one of the first lake owners on
Ottertail and our family has been going to the cabin for 4 generations. The water quality of the lake has declined in my
lifetime. Further development should be limited to preserve this beautiful Ottertail County Lake.

Thank you.

Mary Lindgren
3804 Pine Road

Barnum MN 55707

218-389-6848

m6299521@aol.com

'*



lis
Bill Kalar

From: johm@waseca.kl2.mn.us ^
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 11:17 AM ^Cfr,
To: Bill Kalar *'l/£0
Subject: Campground .

To whom it may concern, ^C^

My husband and I camp often in the summer. We are always looking for quiet and clean campgrounds that have
state parks and lakes nearby. I have been reading the articles in the paper recently about the rv park and resort. I think
this area would benefit greatly from a new business. The neighbor that is opposing this campground has probably never
been to a campground (since he is lucky enough to own a lake home), when we go to a campground we don't run to the
lake right away, ifat all. We relax and enjoy the outdoors and nature. This campground sounds like a good mix of modern
amenities and nature. We love to hike and picnic, ifwe stayed and the Homestead at Otter Tail we could hike and picnic
without ever leaving the grounds. Also, if my daughter had the choice to swim in a lake or a pool, she would pick a pool
hands down.

-Megan Johnson



Ml

Bill Kalar

From: Jim Campbell <jjacampbell01@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:26 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Cc: nermoej@arvig.net
Subject: Otter Tail County Department of Land and Resource consideration of Homestead at

Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

TO: Otter Tail County Department ofLand and Resource ^£"/l/*-

FROM: Monica and Jim Campbell ,

Date: March 13, 2013 U$Cjz

Reference:

Conditional Use Permit Application by Greg & Beth Swanbergfor 185 unit RCU Cluster Development,
"Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort"

Legal Description

Pt of SE 54 NE Va & Lot 1 & 2 ex tr, Doc# 996380, Section 29, Otter Tail Township

It has been brought to our attention that the OtterTail County Department of Land and Resource will consider a
request for a conditional use permit as referenced above. In Fall 2011, the County Planning Commission
considered a similar proposal. We liveat 29863 Highland Loop. Ourproperty is within Va mileof the proposed
RCU Cluster Development. This commercial development of our residential/agricultural neighborhood is not a
compatible development and will significantly alter ourneighborhood quality of life. We are opposed to the
development of Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort.

Wehave several concerns regarding the approval of this project and request that the Department of Land and
Resource give careful consideration to these concerns. It isouropinion that the area surrounding theproposed
site is incompatible with a cluster development. The request is not compatible with current landuse zoning in
the area. A 185 unit RCU Cluster Development such as theproposed "Homestead at OtterTail RV Parkand
Resort" will adversely affect thehealth, safety, property value and welfare of the general public and, in
particular, those living in close proximity to thedevelopment. The proposed development is inconsistent with
guidelines of The Shoreland Management Ordinance of Otter Tail County.

From a safety perspective, traffic control will be a significant issue. MN State Highway 78 is a major north -
south corridor for commercial and public transportation. The intersection of Highway 78 with Country Road 5
andHighland Loop is a blind interchange and the site of several serious accidents in the past. A 185 unit cluster
development just to the eastof MN Highway 78 andsouth of County Road 5 will increase turning traffic
including slower moving vehicles towing campers and boats. Traffic congestion combined with the blind
intersection will make the area even more dangerous. There will be a significant increase in motor and
pedestrian conflicts. There will also be increased congestion for nearby lake access as campers utilizepublic
lake access sites to launch watercraft or campers try to find access to Ottertail Lake.



-For the sake ofdiscussion, if all 185 units are filled and figuring approximately 4 people staying at each unit,
that calculates to a population of 740staying at "Homestead on Otter Tail RV Parkand Resort". It will be one
ofthe larger, more densely populated communities inthe area, nearly as large asHenning and Battle Lake in a
compressed area. Although it will generate more revenue, the associated services, support, logistics and long-
term environmental impact will be significant and an additional burden to local communities and Otter Tail
County.

From a health perspective, the noise generated by campers at the RCU will be significant and negativelyaffect
thewelfare andquality of lifeof our neighborhood. Proposed lighting, signage, music at the pavilion, activity at
the campground barn, smokefrom campfires will have a similareffect and adversely impacthealth, general
welfare and well being. Waste management and water quality will also be a concern.

The proposed development does not appear to be economically feasible. The name "Homestead at Otter Tail
RV Park and Resort" is misleading. In an area that prides itself on lakes, water sports and outdoor recreation, a
RCU cluster development without lake frontage or access to Ottertail Lake does not have long term economic
viability. The proposal does not suggest a phased approach to development of the 185 sites, which would make
more business sense. In the past there have been similar developments such as a recreational campground near
Perham on Fort Thunder Road that have not been successful.

In closing, we request that the Otter Tail County Department of Land and Resource and Otter Tail County
Board of Commissioners after careful consideration of the proposed cluster development deny this request for
the 185 unit RCU Cluster Development "Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort".

Thank you for your consideration.

Monica and Jim Campbell

29863 Highland Loop

Battle Lake, MN 56515

Cell: 651-263-5915

Home: 218-367-2409



RECEIVED

To: Otter Tail County Department of Land and Resource

Fromi Monica and Jim Campbell *-\ J ,P,1TE^ ^ ^ND &BBSOl irpc
Date: March 13.2013 C*r £^** 7*

Reference: Conditional Use Permit Application by Greg & Beth Swanberg for 185 unit
RCU Cluster Development, "Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort"

Legal Description: Pt of SE Va NE Va & Lot 1 & 2 ex tr, Doc# 996380, Section 29, Otter
Tail Township

It has been brought to our attention that the Otter Tail County Department of Land and
Resource will consider a request for a conditional use permit as referenced above. In Fall
2011, the County Planning Commission considered a similar proposal We live at 29863
Highland Loop. Our property is within Va mile of the proposed RCU Cluster
Development. This commercial development of our residential/agricultural
neighborhood is not a compatible development and will significantly alter our
neighborhood quality of life. We are opposed to the development of Homestead at Otter
Tail RV Park and Resort.

We have several concerns regarding the approval of this project and request that the
Department of Land and Resource give careful consideration to these concerns. It is our
opinion that the area surrounding the proposed site is incompatible with a cluster
development. The request is not compatible with current land use zoning in the area. A
185 unit RCU Cluster Development such as the proposed"Homestead at Otter Tail RV
Park and Resort" will adversely affect the health, safety, property value and welfare of the
general public and, in particular, those living in close proximity to the development. The
proposed development is inconsistent with guidelinesof The Shoreland Management
Ordinance of Otter Tail County.

From a safety perspective, traffic control will be a significant issue. MN State Highway
78 is a majornorth- south corridor for commercial and public transportation. The
intersection of Highway 78 with Country Road 5 and Highland Loop is a blind
interchange and the site of several serious accidents in the past. A 185 unit cluster
developmentjust to the east of MN Highway 78 and south of County Road 5 will
increase turning traffic including slower moving vehicles towing campers and boats.
Traffic congestion combined with the blind intersection will make the area even more
dangerous. There will be a significant increase in motor and pedestrian conflicts. There
will also be increased congestion for nearby lake access as campers utilize public lake
access sites to launch watercraft or campers try to find access to Ottertail Lake.

For the sake of discussion, if all 185 units are filled and figuring approximately 4 people
staying at each unit, that calculates to a population of 740 staying at "Homestead on Otter
Tail RV Park and Resort". It will be one of the larger, more densely populated
communities in the area, nearly as large as Henning and Battle Lake in a compressed area.
Although it will generate more revenue, the associated services, support, logistics and
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long-term environmental impact will be significantand an additional burden to local
communities and Otter Tail County.

From a healthperspective, the noise generated by campers at the RCU will be significant
and negativelyaffect the welfare andquality of life ofour neighborhood. Proposed
lighting, signage, music at the pavilion, activityat the campground barn, smoke from
campfires will have a similareffect and adverselyimpact health, general welfare and well
being. Waste management and water quality will also be a concern.

The proposed development does not appear to be economically feasible. The name
"Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort" is misleading. In an area that prides itself
on lakes, water sports and outdoor recreation, a RCU cluster development without lake
frontage or access to Ottertail Lake does not have long term economic viability. The
proposal does not suggest a phased approach to development of the 185 sites, which
would make more business sense. In the past there have been similar developments such
as a recreational campground near Perham on FortThunder Road that have not been
successful.

In closing, we request that the OtterTail County Department of Landand Resourceand
Otter Tail CountyBoard ofCommissioners after careful consideration ofthe proposed
clusterdevelopment deny this request for the 185 unit RCU Cluster Development
"Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort".

Thank you for your consideration.

Monica and Jim Campbell
29863 Highland Loop
Battle Lake, MN 56515

Cell: 651-263-5915

Home: 218-367-2409
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Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Dear Mr. Kalar;

Susan Grace <susangrace8@gmail.com>
Monday, March 18, 2013 11:10 AM
Bill Kalar

Homestead on Ottertail

To the Commissioners.docx

Mi

%c%*
%,

**to

Please distribute this letter of Citizen concern to the appropriate Board. Kindly confirm you received the
attachment.

Do not hesitate to contact me with questions.

Kindly,
Susan S. Grace



16 March, 2013

To the Board of Commissioners:

Douglas Huebsch

Wayne Johnson

John Lindquist

Roger Froemming

Lee Rogers

520 Fir Ave. W.

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Dear Commissioners:

I am writing at the request of my parents to oppose the Homestead on Ottertail development. Our family has
owned property on Ottertail Lake since 1933. Our address is 30100 Eldorado Beach.

Our concerns are many:

1. Presumption of acceptance by citizens and unaccountable urgency to avoid delay: Commissioners
voted unanimously in the January 22, 2013 meeting to "move forward" with the process on Homestead on
Ottertail.1 While comments reported in Perham Focus February 2, 2013 indicate they are not without
prejudice:

"When the information process is complete, we need to get going with the project," said
commissioner Lee Rogness. If decision makers feel they do not have enough information, the
EAW can be beefed up or the county board could require that an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) be prepared. However, "we wouldn't want to start the EIS just to delay the
project," added commissioner John Lindquist.

Commissioners Roger Froemming and Wayne Johnson said the campground plans look good
and lookfair to all concerned, but they agreed with other commissioners that citizen input and
environmental review are necessary prior to a final decision by the board.

2. Inadequate opportunity for public input. Although the EAW dated 23 January 2013 was posted on
website on in the wintery date of 4 February 2013, more opportunity should be given to property owners
who are present in the summertime when this operation of this development projectwould have maximal
impact on them.3

3. Zoned single family and agriculture should be left as is. This developmentis not compatible with
juxtaposed property.

4. Do not set a precedence to easily change agriculture area into commercial ventures. The county
website avers the purpose of the boardon planning: "Recognizing the fact that the uncontrolled use of our
land could adversely affect the health, safety and general welfare of the public, as well as impair the tax
base, the county commissioners and the state have imposed laws and ordinances in an attempt to ensure
a viable environment for the residents and visitors of the county."

5. Preserving the soil and ground water. Do not permita use of septic system for high density use in an
area that already has high level of contaminated ground water.



6. Invitation of Introduction of non-native invasive aquatic species by more "foreign" boats. Mr.
Swanberg opines that a "minority of campers" will bring boats and will use public access. Ifa minority of
185 campers, or 92 additional boats, were to access the lake, they will essentially double the number of
boaters usually on the lake. By one estimate, there are normally not more than 100 boats operating at a
time on Ottertail. Use by campers at this development could essentially double lake traffic. Visitors
bringing foreign boats to Ottertail are far more likely to introduce non-native invasive aquatic species into
Ottertail Lake than boats which operateexclusively in Ottertail Lake.6'7

7. Discourage prostitution of the Natural Resources: With shoreline property ownership comes a
responsibility and an obligation to do our part to preserve the beautiful lake and fragile ecosystems within
it and surrounding it.8 Wefear the disrespectful use of Ottertail Lake, a treasure that is a vital part ofthe
region's ecosystem, the local economy and the history of our family and so many others.

Citations:

1. Board minutes, electronically retrieved March 16, 2013 http://www.co.otter-tail.mn.us/commissioners/2013/cb20130122.pdf
2. Perham Focus, electronically retrieved March 16, 2013 http://www.perhamfocus.com/content/plans-continuinq-proposed-

campground-near-ottertail

3. Statement of purpose: electronically retrieved March 16, 2013 http://www.co.otter-tail.mn.us/land/
4. Homestead on Ottertail EAW electronically retrieved March 16, 2013 http://www.co.ot.ter-

tail.mn.us/soecialprojects/ottertailrvpark/EAW OttertailRVPark1.pdf

5. Otter Tail County Groundwater Contamination potential based on soil infiltration rates as described in the 1994 SSURGO soil
survey map, electronically retrieved March 16, 2013 http://www.co.otter-tail.mn.us/land/waterplan/maps/02-Q-
qwcontamination.pdf

6. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Guide to aquatic invasives, February 11, 2013, electronically retrieved March 16,
2013 http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/index aquatic.html

7. Department of Natural Resources Designationof infestedwaters, February 11, 2013, electronically retrieved March 16, 2013
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/eco/invasives/infested waters.pdf

8. Paul Radomski and T. Goeman, Consequences of human lakeshore development of emergent and floating leaf vegetation
abundance, American Journal of Fisheries Management 221:46-61, 2001, electronically retrieved on March 16 2-13 from
http://www.cfr.msstate.edu/students/Wfpages/wfd/wf8273/radomski qoeman%20lake%20shore%20dv%20%20veg.pdf

Five generations of myfamily have come to Ottertail Lake; we came as children to splash in the clear water
and to make sandcastles on the beach; we came as adults to hear the waves lapping on the shore at night as
we rocked our babies and to relieve the allostatic load we all bear; we come as elders to see the moon reflect

on the water and to revive memories of felicitous family gatherings and call back the presence of those who
have gone on. We hope our great-grandchildren will be able to do the same.

Commissioners, yours is a difficult job in which you balance economic benefit to a lower per capita income
area with committing permanent harm to the wealth of natural treasures over which you have been charged to
preserve. The challenges you face are real and the decisions you make carry heavy impact in many realms.
As I read the minutes of many commission meetings I saw example after example of granting more access,
more building, more development. Please choose to balance the scale toward the protection of the
environment. Please hear all the voices who would like to speak against this use of the land.

Please consider voting against the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Campground.

Respectfully,

Susan S. Grace on behalf of Laverne and Eleanor Steffens

P.O. Box 1880 22741 Dodge Court

Cottonwood, AZ 86326-1880 Faribault, Minnesota 55021
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n r ^*Dear Commissioner, ^o

******I am writing this to express my concern about the negative impact the Homestead at Otter Tail will have

on existing surrounding property owners. I have included a copy of the letter that I submitted to the

planning commission at the Sept. 21, 2011 public hearing. I would encourage each of you to fully

review the comments that were presented at that meeting. As I recall there were only 2 comments in

favor, both of which were commercial interests which stand to profit from more people coming to the

area to spend money at their business. All property owners that adjoin the proposed development

presented comments opposing the development. Not one adjoining property owner wants this

development to happen.

Iencourage you to ask the planning commission to deny the request for conditional use permit for this
development. Ifthe proposal is allowed to continue to be considered, it is imperative that an

Environmental Impact Statement be prepared. Iwould encourage you to seek out every possible source
of information available concerning this proposal. Compatibility with the surrounding area isthe first
criteria to be considered when reviewinga conditional use permit. Please contact the adjoining property
owners and talk to them about this compatibility concern before you make a decision, it is your

responsibility to do.You representall ofus that own property in, and provide revenue to OtterTail

County.

Iam very concerned about comments made by commissioners concerning this proposal in an article in
the Perham Focus, byTom Hintgen, Otter Tail CountyCorrespondent.

-" We wouldn'twant to start the EIS just to delay the project." Iwould hope youare more worried
about the possible detrimental environmental impact than delaying the project.

-"When the information process iscomplete, we needto get going with the project." Seems that a
premature decision has already been made before considering all studies andopponents concerns.

-Not a direct quote but 2commissioners reported tohave said thecampground plans look good and fair
to all concerned, they have notcontacted us adjoining property owners-and we are concerned.

Please deny this proposed development as it is notcompatible with the surrounding area and its current

use.

Thanks for your consideration,

Daniel Arnold



Sept. 7,2011

Dear Planning Commission Member,

Hi, we areDan and Lynette Arnold. We live and farm in Swift County, MN. After visiting friends on Otter
Tail Lake in the Summer of2004 we were hooked, we planned on someday being on the lake. We looked at
many propertieson Otter Tail and eventually in Sept. of2006 found the lot mat met our expectations. We
purchasedthis lot because there were no backlots or second tier ofhomes, and all ofthe propertyacross
HWY 78 was agricultural. We were pleased that this would mean no more development in the immediate
area.

We have not receivednotice ofthe Planning Commission meetingto considerthe Homestead on Ottertail
cluster development proposal aswe write this letter on Sept 7 at9:00 PM.We became aware ofthe
proposal from ourneighbors at the lake 1week beforeLabor DayWeekend. They gave us a copy ofthe
proposedsite map ofa clusterdevelopment namedOttertail Lake RV & Cottage Resort directly across
HWY 78 from our lake home at 29691 Wavefront Drive.The development names are misleading in that
Ottertail Lake RV & Cottage Resort and Homestead on Ottertail, neitherofwhich areon OtterTail Lake
[by the way is spelled as 2 separatewords].

The parcel on which the proposal is located drains to other property owners lake lotsand OtterTailLake
through at least2 culvertsthatwe areaware of, 1through HWY 78 andHighland Loop andthe other
through HWY 78 andWavefrontDrive. Ourwell at29691 WavefrontDrive is less than 100 feetdirectly
downstream from the culvert under HWY 78 We do not want and can not handle any additionalrunoff to
come thru this culvert as the cluster development would be adding a largeamount ofimpervious area.

We feel there wouldbe a problem withcampers trespassing overours and other private property to gain
access to the lake instead ofmem driving2 miles to the publicaccess. After all, what draws people to the
location- Otter Tail Lake. ~" \

We areconcernedabout the impact to the environmentthe development would have. By our calculations
the 137 RV sites with 4 people per site =548 people

34 Primitive sites with 3 per site =102 ,
34 Camper cabins with 4 people =136
21 cottages with 4 people =84
Group camp =25 -

This makes a totalof895 people possible. The whole ofOtterTail County has57,303 people.This would
be over 1 lA % ofthe county population on 69 acres [76.7 deeded acres minus 7.7 acresalready in roads]

If the clusterdevelopment is allowed as drawnor even in a reducedsize we feel it would have a huge
environmental impact. We urgethe planning commission to considerthe following when evaluating this
proposal.

1. Compatibilitywith the surrounding neighbors, both lake home owners and operating farms
2. Environmental impact, including

- Noise

-Water & pollution runoff to the lake
-Lighting
-Changein the topography

3. Possible trespasson private propertyto gainaccess to the lake because ofits close proximity to the
development
4. Increase intraffic onCO RD5 and 295* ST as they currently are used by many bicyclists and walkers
5. Hours ofuse, late night noise

These general areas ofconcern can be found on page 29 of THE SHORELAND MANAGEMENT
ORDINANCE OF OTTER TAIL COUNTY



We are disappointed mat a neighbor would propose such a development without communicating it to us.
We understandmat not receiving notification 14 days in advance ofthis conditional use application will not
invalidate it, even though that is the notification guideline. It certainly does not give us the full
information in a timely matter to be able to evaluate it in advance ofthe planning commission meeting. We
were alsodisappointedto hear from our neighborsat the lakethat the proposal's owners responsewhen
confrontedabout the concernofcamperstrespass on lake lots to gainaccess to the lake was " you'll have
to call law enforcement ifthat happens" We feel the timing of presentingthis applicationwas purposely
done to make it difficult for those opposing it to attend meetings concerning the proposal as they will not
be back to the area after Labor Day Weekend.

We ask the Planning Commission to requirean Environmental Assessment Worksheet be completed
regarding this proposal to determine ifanEnviromental Impact Statement shouldbe prepared. Thank you
very much foryour consideration ofour concerns.

Dan and Lynette Arnold

1425 10th ST SW
Holloway,MN 56249

320.394.2170

320.760.1945

N
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Feb. 3,2013 ,

Dear Commissioner, ^$0/

Iam writing this to express my concern about the negative impact the Homestead at Otter Tail will have

on existing surrounding property owners. I have included a copy of the letter that I submitted to the

planningcommission at the Sept. 21, 2011 public hearing. Iwould encourage each of you to fully
review the comments that were presented at that meeting. As I recall there were only 2 comments in

favor, both of which were commercial interests which stand to profit from more people comingto the
area to spend money at their business. All property owners that adjoin the proposed development
presented comments opposing the development. Not one adjoining property ownerwantsthis
development to happen.

Iencourage you to ask the planning commission to deny the request for conditional use permit for this
development. If the proposal is allowed to continue to be considered, it is imperative that an
Environmental Impact Statement beprepared. Iwould encourage you to seek outevery possible source
of information available concerning this proposal. Compatibility with the surrounding area is thefirst
criteria to be considered when reviewing a conditional use permit. Please contact the adjoining property
owners and talk to them about this compatibility concern before you make a decision, it isyour
responsibility to do. You represent all of us that own property in, and provide revenue to Otter Tail
County.

Iam very concerned about comments made by commissioners concerning this proposal in an article in
the Perham Focus, byTom Hintgen, OtterTail County Correspondent.

-" We wouldn't want to start the EIS just to delay the project." Iwould hope you are more worried
about the possible detrimental environmental impact than delaying the project.

-"When the information process is complete, we need toget going with theproject." Seems that a
premature decision has already been made before considering all studies and opponents concerns.

-Not adirect quote but 2commissioners reported to have said the campground plans look good and fair
toall concerned, they have not contacted us adjoining property owners-and we are concerned.

Please deny this proposed development as it is not compatible with the surrounding area and its current
use.

Thanks for your consideration,

Daniel Arnold
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Sept 7,2011

Dear PlanningCommission Member,

Hi, we areDan and Lynette Arnold. We live and farm in Swift County, MN. After visiting friends on Otter
Tail Lake in the Summer of2004 we were hooked, we planned on someday being on the lake. We looked at
many properties on Otter Tail and eventually in Sept of2006 found the lot that met our expectations. We
purchased this lot because there were no backlots or second tier ofhomes, and all ofthe property across
HWY 78 was agricultural. We were pleased that this would mean no more development in the immediate
area.

We have not received notice ofthe Planning Commission meeting to consider the Homesteadon Ottertail
clusterdevelopmentproposal as we writethis letteron Sept 7 at 9:00PM. We became aware ofthe
proposal from our neighbors at the lake 1 week before LaborDay Weekend. They gave us a copy ofthe
proposed site map ofa cluster development named Ottertail Lake RV & Cottage Resort directly across
HWY 78 from our lake home at 29691 Wavefront Drive.The development names are misleading in that
OttertailLake RV & Cottage Resort and Homesteadon Ottertail,neitherofwhich are on Otter Tail Lake
[by the way is spelled as 2 separatewords].

The parcel on whichthe proposal is located drains to otherproperty ownerslake lots andOtterTail Lake
through at least2 culvertsthatwe areaware of, 1through HWY 78 and Highland Loop andthe other
through HWY 78 andWavefront Drive. Ourwell at29691 WavefrontDriveis lessthan 100 feet directly
downstream from the culvert under HWY 78 We do not want and can not handle any additional runoffto
come thru this culvert as the cluster development would be adding a largeamount of impervious area.

We feel therewouldbe a problemwith campers trespassing overoursand otherprivate property to gain
accessto the lake insteadofthem driving2 miles to the publicaccess. After all, what drawspeople to the
location- Otter Tail Lake. ~" \

We areconcerned aboutthe impact to the environment the developmentwould have. By our calculations
the 137 RV sites with 4 people per she =548 people

34 Primitive sites with 3 per site =102 r
34 Camper cabins with 4 people =136
21 cottages with 4 people =84
Group camp =25 -

This makes a totalof895 peoplepossible. The wholeofOtterTail Countyhas57,303 people.This would
be over 1 Vi % ofdie county populationon 69 acres[76.7 deeded acresminus 7.7 acresalreadyin roads]

If the clusterdevelopment is allowedas drawn or even in a reducedsize we feel it would have a huge
environmental impact.We urgethe planning commission to considerthe followingwhen evaluatingthis
proposal.

1.Compatibility with the surrounding neighbors, both lakehome ownersand operating farms
2. Environmental impact, including

- Noise

-Water & pollution runoff to the lake
-Lighting
-Change in the topography

3. Possible trespasson private propertyto gainaccess to the lake because of its close proximity to the
development
4. Increase intraffic onCO RD5 and 295th ST as they currently are used by many bicyclists and walkers
5. Hours ofuse, late night noise

These general areas ofconcern can be found on page 29 of THE SHORELAND MANAGEMENT
ORDINANCE OF OTTER TAIL COUNTY



We are disappointedthat a neighbor would proposesuch a development without communicating it to us.
We understand that not receiving notification 14 days in advance ofthis conditional use application will not
invalidate it, even though that is the notificationguideline. It certainlydoes not give us the full
information in a timely matter to be able to evaluate it in advance ofthe planning commission meeting. We
were alsodisappointedto hear from our neighborsat the lake that the proposal's owners responsewhen
confronted about the concern ofcampers trespasson lake lots to gain access to the lake was " you'll have
to call law enforcement ifthat happens" We feel the timing ofpresentingthis applicationwas purposely
done to make it difficult for those opposing it to attend meetings concerning the proposal as they will not
be back to the area after Labor Day Weekend.

We ask the PlanningCommission to require an Environmental Assessment Worksheet be completed
regarding this proposal to determine ifan Enviromental Impact Statement should be prepared. Thank you
very much for your considerationofour concerns.

Dan and Lynette Arnold

1425 10,hSTSW
Holloway,MN 56249

320.394.2170

320.760.1945
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Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danamoldfarm@hotmail.com>

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 8:31 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: EAW comment Homestead at Ottertail
Attachments: Bill Kalar EAW.docx

Jtff

Bill, attached is my comment on the EAW concerning The Homestead at Ottertail. I will be sending a copy of
this by mail also, thanks, Dan Arnold



Bill Kalar,

Iam writing this to address the accuracy and completeness of the EAW that has been prepared for the

proposed project "The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort".

Concerning the soil survey, the commentary on page 5 of the EAW states that 99.8% of the soils are
either moderately favorable or very favorable. My concern is that Hubbard loamy sand, 2-6% slopes

which makes up 39.2 acres or 57.4%, and Hubbard loamy sand, 6-12% slopes consists of 23.7 acres or

34.8% are both rated as somewhat limited the reason being "too sandy" and the Hubbard loamy sand,

6-12% slopes being limited because of its steep slopes .On page 4 of the report provided by NRCS/USDA
it states "fair performance and moderate maintenance can be expected", it seems that soil with these

properties will be very subject to erosion if left as sand or gravel roads or camper pads. I know from

experience as a crop farmer that any soil over 2% slope that is kept non vegetative is very subject to

erosion.

Concerning site drainage to Otter Tail Lake, page 6 of the EAW states the project area does not drain

directly to any lake, Including Otter Tail Lake. I own the property across highway 78 through which

passes a 30" culvert that water from the Swanberg property flows onto my property to a low area on

ours as well as Betty Halvorson's property and in times of high runoff flows directly into Otter Tail Lake.

The EAW is not accurate on this statement. You are familiar with this property as you have been on site

at it.

Concerning any rare plant communities or other sensitive ecological resources on page 4 of the EAW

which states there are none on the property, has the property been thoroughly walked and viewed in a

vegetative state?

Concerning added traffic on page 8 of the EAW, using a table showing trip generation from a typical

campground/RV park will in no way reflect the additional traffic generated from this proposal. This will

not be the typical campground on a body of water or in a state park. All activities which this area is

currently used for will require a vehicle to get campers to, these include but not limited to fishing, water

sports, golfing, shopping in Battle Lake or Perham or Ottertail City or other places, using the state

wayside rest, going to Zorbas or The Otter or Stellas or The Old Brick or Stubbs or DQ, tubing the Otter

Tail River, the list goes on and on. The proposal lists 370 parking spots which means potentially a lot of

traffic. This proposal does not have activities that people come to this area for it, will just be a place for

them to stay and commute from.

Concerning transportation of ash firewood infested with Emerald ash borer, the campground rules

would not disallow campers from bringing their own firewood, this would potentially introduce emerald

ash borers to the area.

The issue that concerns me most is that the EAW does not fully discover the compatibility of the

proposal with surrounding neighbors, both lake shore and working farms. Compatibility is the first

criteria listed in the Otter Tail County Shore land Management Ordinance {page 29} concerning the issue

of conditional use permits. I have not been or am I aware of any adjoining property owners that that



have been contacted by the Swanbergs ,anyone conducting the EAW, any of the planning commission,
any of the county commissioners, or anyone from the land management office. Compatibility with
those that are already there has not been addressed and thus there can be no granting of a conditional

use permit. I request that the conditional use permit request be denied by those who must make the

decision.

Thank You for Your Consideration,

Daniel Arnold
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I am writing this to address the accuracy and completeness of the EAW that has been prepared for the

proposed project "The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort".

Concerning the soil survey, the commentary on page 5 of the EAW states that 99.8% of the soils are

either moderately favorable or very favorable. My concern is that Hubbard loamy sand, 2-6% slopes

which makes up 39.2 acres or 57.4%, and Hubbard loamy sand, 6-12% slopes consists of 23.7 acres or

34.8% are both rated as somewhat limited the reason being "too sandy" and the Hubbard loamy sand,

6-12% slopes being limited because of its steep slopes .On page 4 of the report provided by NRCS/USDA
it states "fair performance and moderate maintenance can be expected", it seems that soil with these

properties will be very subject to erosion if left as sand or gravel roads or camper pads. Iknow from
experience as a crop farmer that any soil over 2%slope that is kept non vegetative is very subject to

erosion.

Concerning site drainage to Otter Tail Lake, page 6 of the EAW states the project area does not drain

directly to any lake, Including Otter Tail Lake. Iown the property across highway 78 through which
passes a 30" culvert that water from the Swanbergproperty flows onto my property to a lowarea on
ours as well as BettyHalvorson's property and in times of high runoffflows directly into Otter Tail Lake.
The EAW is not accurate on this statement. You are familiar with this property as you have been on site

at it.

Concerning anyrare plant communities or other sensitive ecological resources on page4 of the EAW
which states there are none on the property, has the property been thoroughly walked and viewed in a

vegetative state?

Concerning added traffic on page8 of the EAW, using a table showing trip generation from a typical
campground/RV park will in no way reflect theadditional traffic generated from this proposal. This will
not be the typical campground on a body of wateror in a state park. All activities which this area is
currently used forwill require a vehicle to get campers to, these include but not limited to fishing, water
sports, golfing, shopping in Battle Lake or Perham or Ottertail City or other places, using the state
wayside rest, going to Zorbas or The Otter or Stellas or The Old Brick or Stubbs or Da tubingthe Otter
Tail River, the list goes on and on. The proposal lists 370 parking spots which means potentially a lotof
traffic. This proposal does not have activities that people come to thisarea for it,will just be a place for
them to stay and commute from.

Concerning transportation of ash firewood infested with Emerald ash borer, the campground rules
would not disallow campers from bringing their ownfirewood, this would potentially introduce emerald

ash borers to the area.

The issue that concerns me most is that the EAW does not fully discover the compatibility of the

proposal with surrounding neighbors, both lake shore and working farms. Compatibility is the first
criteria listed in the Otter Tail County Shore land Management Ordinance {page 29} concerning the issue

of conditional use permits. Ihave not been or am Iaware of any adjoining property owners that that
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havebeen contacted by the Swanbergs ,anyoneconducting the EAW, any of the planning commission,
anyof the county commissioners, or anyone from the land management office. Compatibility with
those that are already there has not been addressed and thus there can be no granting of a conditional
use permit. Irequest that the conditional use permit request be denied by those who must make the
decision.

Thank You for Your Consideration,

Daniel Arnold



Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danamoldfarm@hotmail.com>

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 9:24 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Additional comments on EAW

&£

Bill Kalar,

I am concerned about the accuracy of the EAW in regards to the water surface use, item 15. page 5 of the
EAW. The EAW states that the project will not change the number of watercraft on on any body of water.
I believe that there will be a significant number of campers bringing their boats when they come to the
campground, there will be an increase in the number of boats and pwc on Otter Tail, Ethel Lake, Battle Lake,
and other lakes, how can it state that there will not be a change?
The front page of the proposal states the project will be geared toward families and retirees. I do not know of
any business that can screen their customers and profile them to keep out the WE Fest type campers.
Campers will be there because of the activities that are already available in the area, that means all age groups
and and a wide range of interests. They should not try to sell the proposal based on 'families and retirees"
Based on this inaccuracy, and other inaccuracies and incompleteness as stated in my previous comments Ifeel
there is a need for an EIS or an outright denial of the requested conditional use permit.

Daniel Arnold

*«-
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Bill Kalar

Dan Arnold <danamoldfarm@hotmail.com>From:

. X
commissioners.

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 7:44 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: comment on Homestead at Ottertail

Bill Kalar,

Please pass this comment on to the planning commission and the board of
To whom it may concern,

I am voicing this concern and understand it may or may not be considered as a comment on the EAW, as it
may not address the accuracy or completeness of the EAW, nevertheless I feel it is an issue that should be
considered when deciding if a conditional use permit is granted to the proposed Homestead at Ottertail.

I live on a farm where the nearest neighbor is 3/4 of a mile away. When looking for the location for a lake
home in Ottertail county one of the criteria high on the list was a peaceful quiet area. We found what we were
looking for when we viewed the lot that our present lake home is built on at 29691 Wavefront Drive. It was an
old cow pasture[there is still barbed wire grown into the oak trees on the lakeshore] and we enjoy the
neighbor Betty telling how the Halverson family farm would herd the cows across the highway, down to the
lake to water them. The working livestock farm to the southeast and the non working farm/pasture directly
across the road were about as peaceful and quiet as it gets. We didn't mind the cattle starting to make noise
when they knew it was getting close to feeding time, or the smell of silage coming our way when the wind was
southerly. Our lakeshore neighbors also enjoy this peaceful quiet area.

Because all the property southeast of highway 78 is zoned agricultural it can not be developed into any other
use. I urge denial of the conditional use permit, as allowing such a huge population density as requested will
alter the character of the area and the development is not compatible with the current use of of its neighbors
property. We use our lake home for seasonal recreation and do not want the character of the area changing to
that of a busy urban area. To those who make the decision, consider ifyou would want this proposal directly
across from your front driveway. There are numerous other locations in the county to place a" farm based
campground" than directly across the road from a peaceful recreational lakeshore population.

Ifthe development is allowed , what is next?, will someone apply for a conditional use permit for a
convenience store or a liquor store at the intersection of highway 5 and 295th St.? You may say that would
never happen, we would never have dreamed that this proposal would have come along either. Please leave
things the way that they were zoned for a reason, the reason of keeping different types of property use in the
proper placement for the overall good of property owners and the public. Changing the use of one property
will affect the future use possibilities of neighboring property. What will the development do to decrease
lakeshore property values across the road from it? How will the future options of the farms south of the
campground be affected? Will they be denied building livestock buildings or a grain handling facility on 295th
St because it would affect the campground. Will the farm be told they can not spread manure from May 1st to
Sept. 30th? Will the campers complain when there is hay being harvested at 10 at night. Traffic would
be going through the livestock farm which is on both sides of the road.

The current zoning of the property has a purpose, leave it the way it is.

Thank You for your consideration,



Daniel Arnold
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RECEIVED

comment on Homestead at Ottertail

LANDS RESOURCE
From: Dan Arnold (danarnoldfarm@hotmail.com)
Sent: Tue 2/19/13 7:44 PM
To: bkalar@co.ottertail.mn.us (bkalar@co.ottertail.rrm.us)

Bill Kalar,
Please pass this comment on to the planning commission and the board of commissioners.

To whom it may concern,
Iam voicing this concern and understand it may or may not be considered as acomment on the EAW,
as it may not address the accuracy or completeness of the EAW, nevertheless Ifeel it is an issue that
should be considered when deciding if aconditional use permit is granted to the proposed Homestead
at Ottertail.

Ilive on afarm where the nearest neighbor is 3/4 of amile away. When looking for the location for a
lake home in Ottertail county one of the criteria high on the list was apeaceful quiet area. We found
what we were looking for when we viewed the lot that our present lake home is bu.lt on at 29691
Wavefront Drive. It was an old cow pasture[there is still barbed wire grown into the oak trees on the
lakeshore] and we enjoy the neighbor Betty telling how the Halverson family farm would herd the
cows across the highway, down to the lake to water them. The working livestock farm to the southeast
and the non working farm/pasture directly across the road were about as peaceful and quiet as it gets.
We didn't mind the cattle starting to make noise when they knew it was getting close to feeding time,
or the smell of silage coming our way when the wind was southerly. Our lakeshore neighbors also
enjoy this peaceful quiet area.

Because all the property southeast of highway 78 is zoned agricultural it can not be developed into
any other use. Iurge denial of the conditional use permit, as allowing such ahuge population density
as requested will alter the character of the area and the development is not compatible with the
current use of of its neighbors property. We use our lake home for seasonal recreation and do not
want the character of the area changing to that of abusy urban area. To those who make the decision,
consider if you would want this proposal directly across from your front driveway. There are numerous
other locations in the county to place a" farm based campground" than directly across the road from a
peaceful recreational lakeshore population.

If the development is allowed, what is next?, will someone apply for aconditional use permit for a
convenience store or aliquor store at the intersection of highway 5and 295th St.? You may say that
would never happen, we would never have dreamed that this proposal would have come along
either Please leave things the way that they were zoned for areason, the reason of keeping different
types of property use in the proper placement for the overall good of property owners and the public.
Changing the use of one property will affect the future use possibilities of neighboring property. What
will the development do to decrease lakeshore property values across the road from it? How will the
future options of the farms south of the campground be affected? Will they be denied building
livestock buildings or agrain handling facility on 295th St because it would affect the campground. Will
the farm be told they can not spread manure from May 1st to Sept. 30th? Will the campers complain
when there is hay being harvested at 10 at night. Traffic would be going through the livestock farm
which is on both sides of the road.

https://col002.mail.^ 2/19/2013
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The current zoning ofthe property has apurpose, leave itthe way itis.

latflTYQu for your consideration,

https://col002.mail.l^ 2/19/2013
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Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danarnoldfarm@hotmail.com> ^l\/Ph
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:36 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Comment on Homestead at Ottertail ^ND& h.

Bill Kalar, Otter Tail County Board, Otter Tail Planning Commission Members, and to anyone else to whom it
may concern:

I am very concerned about the issues of dust and light pollution concerning the proposed Homestead at
Ottertail.

Ifany of you have ever attended an event that requires you to park your vehicle in a gravel, sand or even a
grassy area such as a county fair or at a race track or festival such as Phelp's Mill or We Fest you are aware of
what your vehicle looks like after being parked for only a few hours. This is the same dust that adjoining
property owners to the proposed campground would be subject to from May to Sept whenever it is dry. The
solution of asphalt roads and parking areas would be unacceptable as it would add to the impervious surface
which already would pose a problem. A 4.5 inch rain on the 8.4 acres impervious proposed for the
campground would create 1,000,000 gals of storm water runoff along with several million gals that would run
off the grassy areas as it would not be able to permeate the ground at the rate of the rainfall. Hard surface
roads are the only way to prevent this dust pollution, even the co-op grain elevators and ethanol plants that I

deliver grain to have had to hard surface their roads to be able to comply with these dust issues.
Concerning light pollution, the EAW states the proposers will use concepts such as light shielding of glare, light
will be directed down ward, and LED lights will be used. I applaud them in that they would use LED lighting as
it is much more effiecient than even high pressure sodium lights. I have personally installed LED security lights
on my farm, 65 watt LED lights have replaced 150 watt HPS lights and give the same output, one differance
being the LED gives out more of a daylight colored light in the 6500 kelvin range as oppossed to the HPS lights
giving off a more pinkish-orange light. Iwill assure that the LED lights are as noticible from a distance as the
HPS were. Ifyou intend to light an area with useful light for security or to use the light for activities it will be
noticable from quite some distance away. The tree line that the EAW states exists along hwy78 [ information
provided by the proposers] will not shield the light from being visable from lake shore property . The trees
have mostly been removed by contractors for Lake Region Electric Co-op where the power lines come into the
Swanberg property. There is in fact a clear view from our lakehome to the Swanberg barn being proposed to
be "incorporated into the plan to be used by the RV park". At the hearing in September of 20111 attempted to
get some answers from the Swanbergs as to the intended use of the barn as somewhere in their proposal it
was indicated the barn would be used as an activity center and used for dances and social gatherings. This is
an important issue that I have been trying to get information about but apparently those that will be
making the decision to grant a conditional use permit have not discovered. I can see it ,and I will hear it, and it
is not compatible with the current use of our property as a lakeshore recreational property and sometime in
the future our primary residence.

The burden to provide services to these campers will fall on Otter Tail Township, Otter Tail Countyjhe DNR,
The state of MN, an ultimately the neighbors to this proposal as their generous Real Estate Tax payments fund
all of the previous mentioned.

This proposal offers nothing already available in the area, in fact uses the recreation activities already avaiJabJe
in the area as drawing cards and provides no access or inhancements to them. Please deny the conditional use
permit application for Homestead at Ottertail and stop any future costs involved to conduct an EIS and the
additional costs that will be incured by many levels of government.

l



Daniel Arnold
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Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danarnoldfarm@hotmail.com> Qc*/l//s
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 6:14 PM * $D
To: Bill Kalar ^
Subject: Comment on Homestead at Ottertail <$ /5

Bill, Iwish to have this included as a comment on the EAW and forwarded to the planning commission and the
county board. A recent newspaper article in the FERGUS FALLS JOURNAL states the support of the proposed
Homestead at Ottertail by it's proposers, the Swanbergs; Carr's convenience store of Ottertail; The Otter
Supper Club and Lodge; Milt Paulson of Paulson land Company; and Keith Fleishauer [I believe I have his name
correct, as the paper spelled it" Fleshhour"] who owns the parcel of land in the northeast quadrant of the
intersection of county road 5 and 295th St. Of course they support it, as they all stand to have personal
financial gain if the campground is built. As for the 3 businesses mentioned, They are fine reputable busineses.
We buy a lot of gas and snacks at Carrs, and the caramel rolls are great. We have eaten at the Otter and
purchased at their off sale liquor sales. Milt was the real estate agent when we purchased or first lake home
on East Battle Lake that we latter sold before we built on Otter Tail Lake. I have not had dealings with the

Swanbergs other than dealing with this issue of the proposed Homestead at Ottertail,They seem to be good
people. I have had no dealings whatsoever with Keith other than the info in the newspaper article stating he
lives on Ottertail Lake, and I found out it is the place adjacent to the Pelican Bay access and that he owns the
property east of the proposed campground site. Carr's will sell more bait,, gas, groceries and baked goods, The
Otter will have more customers, Milt will sell more lots and lake homes, and Keith probably sees the potential

for his property to be developed.
Keith was quoted in the article saying that" lakeshore property owners think they own the lake." This is not

the case, we do not think we own the lake, only the right to continue enjoying the peace and quiet of our
lakeshore property as we have the past 6 years . This has been afforded us because of the zoning of the
Swanberg property as agricultural, which was a large factor in us chooseing the lot we built on at Otter Tail
Lake. Milt Paulson states that Otter Tail Lake is under used, are the quoted " 100 boats on the lake at anytime"
survey numbers from the DNR or are they his personal observations?, overcrowding of the accesses should be
more of an issue in safely finding a place to park vehicles and trailers off the road. Those coming out in favor of
the development have not to my knowledge offered any reasons to approve the proposal other than possible
personal financial gain.
This decision must be based on compatibility with those of us that are already property owners here, the
issues of noise, traffic, dust, runoff, light pollution, trespass to the lake, pose too much of a danger to
destroy the character of the area. The proposal is not compatible with the area home owners and
farms. Many of us use county road 5 and 295th St for walking and bike riding which will not be safe when they
are busy with traffic. The dust on 295th St and the roads in the campground will drift into lakeshore property
with the prevailing southerly winds in summer. The lights in the campground and vehicle lights entering and
leaving the campground will be noticable for some distance, "camping is more of a social thing, sitting around
campfires" states Milt in the article. That is exactly what we are worried about, loud get togethers at night
around the campfire. Smoke from 50-100 campfires with a southerly wind would send a lot of smoke onto
neighboring property owners. Campfire smoke is an issue when we only have 2 neighbors to consider, 1 on
each side of us, we all practice common courtesy in regards to smoke affecting others. Campers that are
there for 2 nights don't have the option to wait til the wind is right, they will have a campfire regardless. One
of my biggest fears all along has been trespass to the lake thru our property, you will be able to see the lake
from the barn on the Swanberg property as many of the trees have been removed to clear under the

powerline serving the Swanberg property. The Lake draws people to the area, that is where they will go.
l



Because ofthe many problems this development has the potential to create, Irequest thatthe Conditional
Use Permit be denied.

Daniel Arnold

Otter Tail Lake Property Owner
29691 Wavefront Drive
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Bill Kalar

From: Burger, Mary Pat <mpburger@fslf.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 7:37 AM /?£•
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: FW: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort
'°s%

So
^ 'O

From: Burger, Mary Pat
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 7:34 AM
To: 'bkalar@co.ottertail.mnus'

Cc: 'nermoej@arvig.net'
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort

We have a number of concerns about the new proposed Homestead at Ottertail RV
Park and Resort. Our first concern is the added traffic at the public landings on the
east side of the lake. There is a potential for increased volume in this small designated
area. Because it is a public landing and the people landing their boats and other
vehicles there do not have a commitment to maintaining the lake resource, we are
concerned about introducing invasive species to the lake. We do not see that being
addressed in the proposal. A footnote is the name seems a bit strange in that all the
farm building are being used to support the RV Park and don't have anything to do with
a "homestead" theme. As we see it, is a large RV Park that is going to access the lake
through the Public Landing, creating substantial use of a public area without taking any
additional responsibility for maintaining either the lake or the public access. Thank you
for addressing our concerns
Sr. Mary Pat Burger
Executive Director of Ministry and Services
Franciscan Sisters of Little Falls, Minnesota
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AM
Bill Kalar

From: Dan Arnold <danarnoldfarm@hotmail.com> ty?>s
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:47 PM fyfs
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Comment on Homestaed at Ottertail EAW %/>

Bill, I would like to submit this as a comment on the EAW on Homestead at Ottertail.

Iwould like to address the issue of the Swanbergs stating that the development will not have an affect on the
number of boats on any body of water. If any campers bring their boats and launch them on Otter Tail it
will certainly have an affect. The truth is they don't care about any affects their campers will have on the area
or their neighbors, in fact they stated in an article in the FERGUS FALLS JOURNAL that they knew some of the
neighbors would not want the campground. They never talked to us, how would they know we would be
opposed to the proposal unless it would not be compatible with the area and their neighbors. This is an

admission that they knew the proposal would not be compatible with the existing residents. Lets look at the
simpleist definition of "compataibility" -to be able to live together harmoniously. Doesn't sound like what
they are proposing. They didn't bother to talk to us about it before proposing it, they knew we wouldn't want
it, but went ahead anyway. This proposal is not compatible with the area as it is now, so the conditional use
permit must be denied.

They state the campground will be farm based. Again lets look at the definition of "farm" -land used to
produce food through the means of growing crops and raising livestock. Will they have a farm with animals on
it ,will they have plots of crops common to the area, potatoes, corn, soybeans? Will they have farm machinery
and silos and grain bins? This campground will have very little to do with a farm, in fact the name of it does
not mention anything about a farm. The name does include Ottertail though, that is on purpose to draw
potential customers via advertising in many forms of media. Ask anyone form the area or familiar with it what
comes to mind when you hear "Otter Tail'. Responses most likely will be walleye fishing, clean water, sandy
shores, watersports, icefishing, cruising in the pontoon, all of these have to do with the lake itself. The form
that will benefit the most from having Ottertail in the campgrounds' name is the internet. Anyone that would
google Ottertail campground would be directed to their site. To their credit they did change the untruthful
Homestead On Ottertail name to Homestead at Ottertail. The lake is being used to draw customers and then
they state in the EAW that the campground will not affect the number of boats on the lake. This is false and
they have given no information regarding the affect on Otter Tail Lake.
In the listing of the square footage of the development there is not a listing of the sq ft of the proposed 185 RV
units. 185 units x 300 sq ft equals 55,500 sq ft. This is 1.274 acres of buildings that have not been accounted
for. Most campgrounds like this become filled with permanent RVs that have decks and skirting so they are
really buildings.
It is stated in the EAW that there will be dust and noise during construction. This will be spread out over 5
years. There could be a large number of days with noise and dust. Once in operation the only dust issue
addressed is 295th st, what about the dirt and grass roads in the campground? The dust from these would
easily reach the lakeshore residents, especially us being directly across from the Swanberg Barn.
The EAW states there will be no infrastructure improvements or additions needed for this proposal. The DOT
has already stated they will need to build a right turn lane on northbound Highway 78 and clear the
intersection of 78 and co rd 5. The last time I checked , roads were still considered infrastructure. The turn

lane would need to be put in because of more traffic. What would be the cost for this construction? There is
already enough traffic on hwy 78 , there is no need for more.
I do not want a campground to use Otter Tail lake as its drawing card, Have its proposers use the "Farm"

l



theme scheme, say it will be geared to "retires and families" Just to get approval for something that is not
compatible[to live together harmoniously] with the other people that are already property owners
surrounding the proposal. The proposers do not care what the neighbors concerns are so they have not asked
us ,1 believe they should have checked with us because the proposal can not be accepted as it is not
compatible [page 29 of THE SHORELAND MANAGEMENT ORDINANCE OF OTTER TAIL COUNTY MINNESOTA -
Items to consider for issuing a conditional use permit: item number 1. Compatibility with the surrounding
area; both on land and water.] with the area and their neighbors. Ifthis proposal was not in the area of
jurisdiction of shoreland management it would not have to meet this test, but it is, so it must met this test.
The fact alone that there is this much opposition to the proposal assures that it can not be built and be
compatible. Please deny the conditional use permit for this reason.

Daniel Arnold
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Bill Kalar

From: Judd Ebersviller <Judd_Ebersviller@cargill.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:15 AM
To: Bill Kalar ^
Cc: nermoej@arvig.net £{

estad RV Park EAW

*I3

Subject: Comments on Homestad RV Park EAW ^&)

^4larch 12, 2013 %S0

Bill Kalar, Adminstrator

Ottertail County, Land & Resource Management

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, Minnesota 56537

Re: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort EAW

Dear Mr. Kalar,

The EAW for the Homestead RV Park and Resort is insufficient. It fails to address the obvious impacts associated with

the unique location within several hundred feet of Otter Tail Lake; one of the largest lakes in the state.

Item 15. Water surface use-The question asks for impacts to surface water use and the response is "No"; no impacts
because there is no lake access as part of the development. The site's attraction is said to be due to its ability to feature
a rural farm setting. This is misleading and simply false. There are innumerable "rural farm settings" in the state. Why
would anyone choose this particular location to visit if it weren't for the nearby lake? The lake is what makes this site
unique. A detailed evaluation of the impacts to public access, invasive species control and surface water boating levels
should be provided to assess the full impact of this development. The EAW is silent regarding the impact of the
development on surface water use, invasive species and what commitment will the site make to address it's impacts
associated with the increased use of Otter Tail Lake.

Item 18. Water quality: wastewaters - Homestead's response states that the wastewater treatment system will be
professionally designed once the number of units is determined. This response is inadequate to address the question
which requires "estimates of composition after treatment" estimates of discharge impacts on the quality of receiving
waters". The EAW inaccurately implies that merely because soils compatible with subsurface wastewater treatment
designs occur in some portions of the site that there is capacity for 185 units. Each site is unique in terms of its soils and
hydrology and there is no quantified evaluation of chemical impacts to groundwater or to the nearby lakes for this
site. Lack of modeling of wastewater treatment and nutrient impact to adjacent public waters is a major gap in this
document. The area also commonly hosts surficial aquifers. The evaluation to ensure that wastewater from on-site
treatment will not affect well water quality within or adjacent to the development is missing.

Item 11 and 25 includes issues related to threatened and endangered species and historical sites. There are several well
known native American sites within miles of the identified location. A site-specific study should be performed to
address this issue. The EAW does not evaluate the impacts of the guests, who arrived in mobile homes, on the
utilization of the nearby wayside rest one mile away.

The EAW is clearly inaccurate and incomplete because of the lack of information to evaluate the project in
question. Please confirm receipt of these comments.

Sincerely,



»4<5Bd Ebersviller

38180 Eldorado Beach Road 12209 Evas Drive

Battle Lake, MN 56515 Minnetonka, MN 55305
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Bill Kalar

From: jr overland <jroverland@hotmail.com> ^l/JS
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 6:41 PM
To: Bill Kalar HV^
Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park &Resort ^*fcc%

Our main concern is if Mr Swanberg's RV Park & Resort isn't profitable as he hopes that it will be sold to someone else
and not operated in a manner as he's putting forward now, we don't want to see a trailer park in our backyard and this
proposed development is right across the road from us.

We already have resorts on area lakes with RV and camping facilities, that are having a hard time making a living with a
seasonal business. This proposed developement will cause undo hardship to those existing businesses. It's going to
create increased traffic on a already busy State Highway, we are going to have considerable increased traffic on the lake
and already packed boat landings and raising the risk for invasive species in our beautiful lakes. It's going to turn our
residential neighborhood and farms into commercial property. I understand the businesses in Ottertail City want this
development to go go ahead with construction thinking it will increase their business profits but how many RV owners
and campers go out to dinner or to the bar? the whole purpose of camping is enjoying the great outdoors, not running
to the local restaurants and bars. I'm willing to bet not one of the said Ottertail business owners would welcome a RV
park in their backyard...

Years ago before our neighborhood was developed we used to camp with our girls on our own lake property. We were
taken to court because we had 2 campers on our own lot that were just parked there, not hooked up to water or sewer,
no trash blowing around, pets running loose and we were fined for this because it was lowering property values and
against some law stating you can't have more then 2 dwellings on a lot. What is this park going to do to our property
resale value?

Sincerely

Bert & Sara Overland

29723 St Hwy 78
Battle Lake MN



vs
Bill Kalar

From: Jan Nermoe <nermoej@arvig.net> £/l/£Ti
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:39 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Fwd: Homestead at Otter tail ^NoAa^

Bill I am forwarding these comments from Brad Schriber on to you. Thanks Jan Nermoe

— Original message —
Subject: Homestead at Otter tail
From: Brad Schriber <BSchriber@statebankoftaunton.com>

To: nermoei@arvig.net <nermoei(5)arvig.net>
Date: Thursday, 14/03/2013 3:51 PM

Jan:

Thank you for the notice of the proposed 185 unit cluster development. While I think this will not pass
the county commissioners, I don't think this would be of any value to the existing property owners on
Otter Tail Lake. The additional traffic on Highway 78 and additional boat traffic on the lake will only
impair the allure and safety we enjoy around the lake each year. The lake has fine resorts that serve
their clients well and hopefully will for many years.

Thank you,

Brad Schriber

V/P Compliance
101 N. Main

PO Box 398

Taunton, Mn. 56291-0398
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March 11.2013
RECEIVED

Mr. Bill Kalar, Land and Resource Management
540 West Fir LAND & RESOURCE
Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Reference: The Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) for the proposed "The
Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort".

We are property owners on the shore line of Otter Tail Lake, and have the following
comments concerning the EAW for the proposed project.

EAW Item 6 b: paragraph 5-Access. The proposed driveway width is 20 feet. With 2
way traffic, some of which will be RV's, this results in a driving lane width of 10 feet.
There is no analysis anywhere in the EAW concerning the adequacy of this driving lane
situation, especially at a junction with a busy highway.

EAW Item 6 b: paragraph 6, slates that two shower/bathroom facilities are proposed.
How large will these facilities be when completed? How many customers per day does
the business plan anticipate? There is no analysis in the EAW of the adequacy of these
proposed facilities, given the anticipated occupancy rate.

EAW Item 6 c: The project would provide additional RV sites within Otter Tail County.
Is there a documented need for additional RV sites within the county, specifically within
Shoreland Management Zones, as described in the Shoreland Management Ordinance?
As written, the ordinance severely limits site occupancy within the zone, to the extent that
a tent for grandchildren is not allowed unless all lot size, set backs and all other ordinance
requirements are met. This project proposes to add the equivalent of 183 lake lots, but
the EAW is mostly silent as to the impacts of this proposal. (See comments below
concerning Item 14).

EAW Item 10: Cover type calculations, impervious surfaces. No explanation is given
concerning the factors involved in this calculation. Does this calculation take into
account the roadways, facility roofs, RV site pads and RV roofs? For example, the
project proponent estimates 80% occupancy by RV*s. which would equal 148 sites. If
the average RV is 30 feet long by 8 feet wide, 240 square feet of impervious surface is
created per site. If 148 sites are occupied, 35.520 square feet of impervious surface is in
the project area just from RV roofs. The project proposal is silent as to the expected
occupancy of the other 20% of the sites. However, the proposed project management
rules indicate that decks will be allowed, which indicates permanent structures will be on
the site in addition to RV*"s. Are the roof areas of these structures included in this

calculation?

EAW Item 13: Water Use. Since the proposed wells will be providing a public water
source, will water treatment be required?
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EAW Item 14: Water-related land use management district. The EAW form requires a
discussion of project compatibility with district land use restrictions. The analysis states
the project was designed by an engineering firm. Preparation of a project plan by an
engineering firm does not equal project compatibility. There is no discussion concerning
compliance with the Shoreland Management Ordinance, or the impacts of the heavily
concentrated land use that is being proposed in this project. There is limited discussion
of the compatibility of the project with surrounding farm land, but there is no discussion
of compatibility with the lake lots across the highway.

EAW Item 15: Water surface use. The EAW states that the project does not have or
request access to any lake or river. This statement does not begin to address the actual
potential impact on a public water body. It assumes that none of the RV resort users will
bring watercraft with them, which will have to be launched from existing public access
facilities and sites, which are already over crowded on most days during the summer
months and especially on week ends. If the availability of a public water body is not a
factor in the project plan, why not move the project a mile away and avoid the traffic
problems which are sure to occur with the present location of the proposed site? Ignoring
the impact this concentrated development will have on Otter Tail Lake is a major flaw in
this analysis.

General comments: This EAW describes the proposed project but is severely lacking in
meaningful analysis of the potential impacts of the project. The document gives the
impression that it is a project justification and not a project analysis. There is no mention
of the potential trespass situation that will exist when a large number of people are within
walking distance of a large body of water, with only a string of private lots between the
people and the water. Trespass on private property is already a serious problem along the
shore line of Otter Tail Lake. People coming to the lake seem to abandon any concept of
private property and walk, ride bicycles and drive ATV's wherever the mood strikes
them. This project will be no different. The property owners with lots between Highway
78 and the lake near this property will be under siege, especially on week ends.

The EAW also ignores the hazardous situation along Highway 78. From Mile Post 30 to
the Junction with MN 108, the posted speed limit is 50 MPH. Very few drivers obey the
speed limit and enforcement is virtually non-exisieni. In addition, pedestrians and
bicycle riders attempt to use the road edges, since there are virtually no shoulders.
Adding the number of vehicles anticipated by this proposal, especially those that are
towed or driven RV's, will greatly increase the likelihood of serious traffic crashes.

The EAW is also silent as to the potential for the introduction/spread of invasive species
of plants, insects and aquatic organisms. The RV's which are expected to occupy these
sites may have recently traveled in infested areas and could be prime carriers of these
species. Unlike watercraft, there are no inspection requirements for RV's.

The Otter Tail County Board of Supervisors should give this proposal careful scrutiny
before granting any kind of conditional or other use permit, and not grant the permit
simply because additional tax revenues may be generated.



Your consideration of these comments, and those submitted by other interested parties, is
appreciated.

CC: Friends of Ottertail Lake

(Yl.A^^xf^^^- d^Uc^^^-^
Marvin and Bette LeNoue

1610 14th Ave SE #101
Watertown, SD 57201
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OTTER TAIL WATER

MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

27234 368TH AVE.

Battle Lake, MN 56515
Phone (218) 864-5533

Mr.Bill Kalar

Otter Tail County Land & Management Office
Government Services Center

540 W Fir Ave

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

March 14,2013

Dear Mr. Kalar,

This letter is in reference to the proposed, The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort, a 185-unit
development. As a long time resident of the area I am opposed to this development. I've lived on Otter
Tail Lake for 53 years. The current congestion occurring on the lake and area roads has become a health
and safety issue; adding the proposed park and resort will only add to these issues.

The public water accesses on the South and East side of Otter Tail are so over crowded in the summer
months that it's a challengeto utilize them on the weekends. Other lake accesses such as the BlancheLake
beach access will see a noticeable impact on their already overcrowded beach as well.

The boat traffic has becomea safety issueespecially on the weekends. It is at the level where it's not safe
to ski, tube or even boat due to the high traffic. I live near the South access and observe the number of
boats that utilize this access and it is astronomical. The high traffic is not just at the access it's up and
down the shorelines. We do not need an additional 185 watercraft impacting what is already a high-density
area; 185 watercraft is the minimum estimate considering most individual resort units have one or more
watercraft.

We currently have 2 huge RV Parks in the proposed area:Otter Tail LakeCampgrounds, which has 105
units in it and Woodland Beach Park, which has 30+ units. Each of these 135+ units average one or more
type of watercraft per unit. Asyouare aware theyare situated on a meager 150' and 100' of beach frontage
respectively. You must also consider the 7 existing Resorts and Condo Associations thatare located
within 3 miles of the proposed Park.

Thevehicular traffic is yet another issue. I drive Hwy 78 andthe neighboring roads around the proposed
areadaily. They are very congested during the summer months tosaythe least. The intersections thatwill
carrythe traffic from the proposed parkto Hwy 78 aredangerous due to high traffic and poor visibility.

I understand the desire to encourage more people in thearea to boost revenue; however the saturation of
people per lake acreage has beenreached andalready exceeded to maintain health and safety. I urgethe
County to disapprove the permit for this development.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Roland R. Mann
Hi

27234 368m Ave

Battle Lake, Mn 56515

m



MR BILL KALAR

OTTER TAIL COUNTY LAND & MANAGEMENT OFFICE

GOVERNMENT SERVICES CENTER

540 WEST FIR AVE

FERGUS FALLS, MN 56537

March 14,2013

Dear Mr. Kalar,

M
RECEIVED

^ND &RESOURCE

This letter is in reference to the proposed, The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort, a 185-unit
development. I've lived on OtterTail Lake for 35 years, as a long timepermanent resident of the area I am
opposed to thisdevelopment. I feel verystrongly thisdevelopment willadd moretraffic on the roads and
congestion on the lake. Theseareas have already reached or exceeded saturation levels making it difficult
to maintain the health and safety for all residents.

The boat traffic has become a safety issue especially on the weekends. It is at the level where many
weekends it's not safe to ski, tube or even boat due to the high traffic. On the 4 of July we rarely take our
boat off the lift to go for a boat ride due to the hightraffic and safety issues. By adding another 185-unit
resort and the potential watercraft impact, I foresee the 4,h ofJuly scenario happening a majority ofthe
summer weekends. This high traffic does notjust affectour boatingpleasure; I feel the waveaction from
the increased watercraft traffic impacts the health and preservation ofour shoreline. If this proposal is
approved, wewillnotjust be adding 185 RV units to thearea, eachunitwill havean average of 2.5
seasonal renters plus weekend guests for a potential of 463-925 seasonal renters and guests using the roads,
lakes, septic, landfill, security andemergency personnel every weekend. Thesepotential 463-925 seasonal
renters will have at least 2 or more watercraft for a potential of 926-1850watercraft impacting the lakesand
watercraft trailers impacting our roadways.

We currently have 2 RV Parks in the proposedarea:Otter Tail Lake Campgrounds, which has 105 units in
it and Woodland Beach Park, which has 30+ units. Each of these 135+ units average one or more type of
watercraft per unit.As you are aware they are situatedon approximately 150' and 100' of beach frontage
respectively. Youmust also consider the 7 existing Resorts andCondo Associations that are located
within 3 miles of the proposed Park.

I understand the desire to encourage morepeople in the area to boost revenue. I feel this boost will be
negated by the cost of increased healthand safetyresources needed to maintain basic standards. I urge
Land and Resource Management and the Otter Tail County Commissioners to disapprove the permit for
this development.

Thank you for your consideration of this letter.

Sincerely,

Lori M. Mann

27234 368"' Ave
Battle Lake, Mn 56515
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Marsha Bowman

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
Attachments:

X&

Utecht, James (DOT) <james.utecht@state.mn.us>
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:52 PM
Marsha Bowman

FW: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park

OTTER TAIL COUNTY LAND AND RESOURCES REPLY TO HOMESTEAD AT OTTERTAIL RV

PARK.pdf

Bill and Marcia, attached are our comments after review of the EAW for the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park. Please contact

Bridget Miller or me if you have any questions or comments. Thank you, Jim Utecht

RECEIVED

LAND &RESOURCE
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Minnesota Department of Transportation

District 4 Planning Director
Bridget Miller
1000 Hwy. 10 W, Detroit Lakes, MN 56501

March 18, 2013

Mr. Bill Kalar

Otter Tail County Land & Resource Director
Government Services Center

540 Fir Avenue West

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park

Dear Mr. Kalar:

Office Telephone: 218/846-3619
Fax: 218/847-1544

RECEIVED

WND& RESOURCE

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) has reveiwed the
Environmental Assessment Worksheet concerning the Greg and Beth Swanberg
application for a conditional use permit for a proposed plat to construct the Homestead at
Ottertail RV Park & Resort. We have the following comments:

1) The plat shows access from the development onto 295 Avenue and onto Douglas
County State Aid Highway 5.

2) Mn/DOT has a project scheduled in 2013 from Battle Lake to Perham, which
includes the construction of a northbound right turn lane on State Highway 78 at
Otter Tail County State Aid Highway 5.

3)

4)

There is no construction on State Highway 78 of additional lanes at 295 Avenue.
The County and/or Township should review the plan for this area.
The EAW mentioned possible use of a State Wayside Rest Area north of the
development, including a picnic area and a swimming beach. This wayside rest
does have facilities with tables available and restrooms. It is considered a Scenic

Byway for overlooking Ottertail Lake. It is not considered a swimming area. The
facility may be used for its intended purpose.

5) State Highway 78 has narrow shoulders with trees lining the right of way from the
development to the wayside rest. Any pedestrian traffic in this area should
proceed with caution.

Please call me at (218) 846-3619 or Jim Utecht at (218) 846-7950 if you have any
questions or comments.

Thank you,

Bridget Miller
District Planning Director



Bill Kalar

From: Utecht, James (DOT) <james.utecht@state.mn.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:51 PM
To: Bill Kalar; mbowman@co.ottertial.mn.us

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park
Attachments: OTTER TAIL COUNTY LAND AND RESOURCES REPLY TO HOMESTEAD AT OTTERTAIL RV

PARK.pdf

Bill and Marcia, attached are our comments after review of the EAW for the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park. Please

contact Bridget Miller or me if you have any questions or comments. Thank you, Jim Utecht



§m PV% Minnesota Departmentof Transportation

<S*^J"Jf District 4Planning Director Office Telephone: 218/846-3619
Bridget Miller Fax: 218/847-1544
1000 Hwy. 10 W, Detroit Lakes, MN 56501

March 18,2013

Mr. Bill Kalar

Otter Tail County Land & Resource Director
Government Services Center

540 Fir Avenue West

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

RE: Homestead at Ottertail RV Park

Dear Mr. Kalar:

The Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) has reveiwed the
Environmental Assessment Worksheet concerning the Greg and Beth Swanberg
application for a conditional use permit for a proposed plat to construct the Homestead at
Ottertail RV Park & Resort. We have the following comments:

1) The plat shows access from the development onto 295th Avenue and onto Douglas
County State Aid Highway 5.

2) Mn/DOT has a project scheduled in 2013 from Battle Lake to Perham, which
includes the construction of a northbound right turn lane on State Highway 78 at
Otter Tail County State Aid Highway 5.

3) There is no construction on State Highway 78 of additional lanes at 295 Avenue.
The County and/or Township should review the plan for this area.

4) The EAW mentioned possible use of a State Wayside Rest Area north of the
development, including a picnic area and a swimming beach. This wayside rest
does have facilities with tables available and restrooms. It is considered a Scenic

Byway for overlooking Ottertail Lake. It is not considered a swimming area. The
facility may be used for its intended purpose.

5) State Highway 78 has narrow shoulders with trees lining the right ofway from the
development to the wayside rest. Any pedestrian traffic in this area should
proceed with caution.

Please call me at (218) 846-3619 or Jim Utecht at (218) 846-7950 if you have any
questions or comments.

Thank you,

9
Bridget Miller
District Planning Director
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Bill Kalar

From: Dave & Georgia Thompson <dgtj'r4950@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:15 PM
To: Bill Kalar /J>fc^
Subject: Proposed Homestead At Ottertail RV Park ^Ifa

I am concerned that the proposed RV Park will significantly increase the posibility of
introducing invasive species into Ottertail Lake . Potentially 185 aditional boats ^^n
from outside the imediate area could be lauched into the lake daily.
Many of these boats may well come from infected lakes or rivers. In addition to the
likelyhood of spreading invasive species the boat landings around the lake do not
have sufficient parking spaces to acomidate another 185 vehicles,that is equivelent to having
a magor fishing tournament on the lake every single day during the camping season.

Highway 78 is not currently nor anytime in the near future designed to accomidate
the propsed peak additioal traffic that the Park is expecting. The repaving of Highway 78
from Battle Lake to Perham will also increase the traffic flow as additional vehicles

especilly large trucks will prefer the new surface to alternatives.

If this development is truely to be a family farm atmosphere RV Park there are numerous
other areas in the county that would provide a sutable recreation area without endagering Ottertail Lake or
congesting an already bussy Highway 78.

Please don't allow this to happen.

David Thompson
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Bill Kalar

From: Pat Thiel <ecowatersystems@live.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:08 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Trailer Park development

To Bill Kalar, Concerning the trailer park development. We are concerned about the property values.Traffic congestion
on 78 & co 5. Someone will die there, very dangerous intersection. Too high density population next to the lake. In the
future they will have direct access to the lake since their relatives own property on the lake. Also aesthetics of camper
park. Please hold off till a full environmental impact study is conducted. Respectfully, Bob & Pat Thiel
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Bill Kalar

From: sswanberg@douglas-machine.com
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:05 PM

To: Bill Kalar ftfi/N
Subject: Ottertail RV Park and Resort ^©1/fQ

Ir. Kalar, R^OUFi(

I'm sending this email in support of The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort. My family and I enjoy camping and
for several years we have traveled to either the Brainerd or Park Rapids area for camping. These areas have a good
selection of family campgrounds available. Having grown up in the Ottertail area, I would be excited about the
opportunity to camp in the area.

I have never brought my boat along on any camping trips. For me, camping means spending time around the camp
enjoying a campfire or just relaxing.
We also like to go on day trips to visit shops or just take in the scenery.
I believe this campground would boost the economy in the area and would benefit local business.

The Ottertail RV Park and Resort would be a great addition to the area and would be enjoyed by families that can not
afford a lake shore home or simply desire the camping adventure over owning a second home.

Steve Swanberg

The information transmitted in this e-mail is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and contains
confidential and/or privileged material. This material may further be covered under a separate nondisclosure
agreement. Any review, re-transmission, dissemination or other use of, or pursuing of any action in reliance upon this

information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please first notify the sender immediately and then delete this communication from all data
storage devices and destroy all hard copies. Please consider the environment before printing this email.



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Attachments:

Alison Schaefer <alischaeferl@live.com>

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:52 PM
Bill Kalar

Please vote no

Ottertail Lake.docx

&H
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Please find the attached letter urging you to vote "NO" for the Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort.
Thank you, Alison

Alison Schaefer, MS, RD



March 19, 2013

Bill Kalar

Land & Resources Management

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Dear Mr. Kalar:

I am writing to you to plead that you not allow the Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort to build

the proposed 185 unit cluster development at the junction of State Highway 78 and CR 78.1 feel that

this development would undermine all of the progress that we have made to keep Ottertail Lake clean.

The additional usage of the lake, increased boat traffic, less undeveloped land, and an increase of use of

the sewage system would no doubt put a strain on the delicate eco-system balance of our spring fed

lake. I am frightened to think of all of the unwanted species that might find a home in our lake via the

boats and propellers of visitors who do not value the long-term viability of Ottertail Lake. In addition,

the extra traffic would increase wear and tear on our roads and increase the risks of accidents with

pedestrians who walk regularly along the roads. These roads are already busier due to the location of

the County Public Safety Department in Otter Tail City, and I feel that the proposed development would

greatly increase the traffic on our roads reducing the safety of our residents.

Please vote "NO" when the proposal is considered by the Otter Tail County Board.

Sincerely,

Alison Schaefer

Alison Schaefer

39122 Co. Highway 1

Richville, MN 46476
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Bill Kalar

From: Richard Rehm <rdrehm@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:02 PM ^Cfrt
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead RV Park

Mr. Kalar, "C$

It has been just brought to my attention that Otter Tail County is considering an application for a high density
RV park near Otter Tail Lake. Based only on that limited amount of information, I am against an approval for
that project.
Otter Tail Lake property enjoys one of the highest lake shore values in the state of Minnesota. RV parks and
trailer parks, regardless of location in my experience, lower the value of every thing around them, whether
residential or commercial. Non-permanent residents, such as RV users in transit, will have less vested interest
in maintaining the health of the environment around the lake and the long term use of the lake. It would appear
to me that the detrimental effects would outweigh the positives of the increased lake population.

Richard Rehm MD

Otter Tail Lake Property Owner
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Bill Kalar

From: Doug and Kay Lund <klundl7@mchsi.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:02 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park and Resort

«S*•%>
*****

We have heard that this project is being opposed by some local residents who feel it would have a negative
impact on the area. It makes me sad to think that the project could be in jeopardy because of the opinions of
a few, so we wanted to make sure that you are aware that there are people that are looking forward to having

this type of facility available. My husband's family spent many summers in his childhood at such a place,
Peterson's Jewett Lake Resort in Ottertail County, and we passed that tradition on to our own children. Sadly,
that campground closed and is no longer available to the public. It seems more and more places like this are
closing and that makes it more difficult to find a great place to enjoy our lakes with our families. We look
forward to having another option in the same area that we have enjoyed for so many years.

We have heard that there are concerns about the possible impact on the environment. Anyone living in the

area, even those that have been there for years and are opposing this project, have an impact on the

environment every day. The owners of this project are local residents themselves who grew up in this area.
This is not some large company that has a home office in the metro area and does not understand the
dynamic of the area or have the same local views about preserving and protecting the environment. This is a
local family that wants to provide the opportunity for other families to enjoy the love of nature that they
themselves have enjoyed for all of their lives.

It would seem that this is the type of project would benefit local businesses, many of whom already rely on

tourist/seasonal consumers as a large portion of their business each year. While this is a tourist/vacation area,
many of the smaller parks of this type have closed, decreasing the options for affordable vacation spots. This
campground is the dream of a family that has been in the area for many years, and they have a vested interest

in making this project a success for themselves as well as for the betterment of the area as a whole. We hope

that this helps bring understanding and acceptance for this project so it can move forward and become a
reality.

Thank you for your time.
Kay and Doug Lund.
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Bill Kalar

From: Gary Evenson <goevenson3@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:21 PM /^
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: FW:

°Of,t•C£

From: goevenson3(5)hotmail.com

To: billkahler(5)ottertailcountv.com

Subject:

Date: Mon, 18 Mar 2013 17:14:46 -0500

billkahler(5)ottertailcountv.com

We are writing to voice our strong opposition to the homestead at Ottertail 185-Unit development.

Highway 78 is such a very busy highway now without adding a possible 200-300 vehicles on any given day.

We are also very concerned that this will bring in additional fishing boats and being this is for camping instead
of permanent houses these boaters will be be going from lake to lake looking for the best fishing on that
particular day. Therefore we have a much greater risk of the InvasiveSpecies invading Ottertail, one of
the premier lakes in MN.

We have been property owners on Ottertail Lake for over 40 years and and this project is not a good fit for this
area at all.

Thank you for your consideration in this very important matter.

Gary & Karin Evenson
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Bill Kalar

From: susansolberg <susansolberg@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 7:10 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead at Ottertail LAND &Rpqrw

As a homeowner on Ottertail Lake, I am totallyagainst the RV park. I think it will change the rural climateof
the community. And cause roadway and traffic stress. And add to litter and pollution, noise and aesthetic. And
overload lake access points, not to mention boat traffic and increased risk for invasivespecies. Pleasedo not
authorize this type of land use so close to our valuable lake resources. Thank you, Susan Solberg

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy Note® II
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Bill Kalar

From: Peg <peghd@cox.net> ^"C/SVj
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 7:16 AM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead atOtter Tail RV Park and Resort '̂%T) «

We are not in favor of the proposed development at the junction of Hwy 78 and CR 5. It would increase traffic on the
roads as well as the lake, with more opportunity for invasive species in our lake.

Thank you,

Ray & Peggy DeBoever

39741 Clearmont Rd.

Battle Lake, MN 56515
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Bill Kalar

From: Amanda Landherr <landherrfamily@hotmail.com> ^£"Pif
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:18 PM ^$0
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: The Homestead at Ottertail ^/W)

I have heard there is opposition in the area for this project. Iwanted to make sure that you are aware that
there are people that are excited to have this location become available. We are not from the area but travel
to the area yearly. We are avid outdoors people and excited to have options to explore and places to stay that
are fun by local people with local ties. It seems more and more places like this are no longer, and only places
that are very commerical, with no real sense of family and environment are open.

Of course there are environmental concerns, and everyone living in the area, everyone, impact on the
environment every day. The owners of this project are local residents themselves who grew up in this area
and have the same views about preserving and protecting the environment, there are many arguments about
the environment, but having responsible owners who care about the area and the lake and wildlife is a plus
for this the area and the added revenue is only another plus!

Sincerly

Amanda Landherr
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March 11, 2013 °^£n

Re: Ottertail RV Park and Resort U\Nn

Dear Board Members,

My family has owned and cared for lakeshore property on Ottertail Lake

for nearly 20 years. With this in mind, we are all strongly against the

proposed cluster development near Highways 78 & County 5 for these

important reasons:

• Cluster developments and "double-wide" development on both sides

of access highways such as this one create a strong legal precedent

for increased over-development in all areas bordering Ottertail Lake,

West Battle, and all other area lakes. Considering the hundreds of

acres adjacent to these lakes, the more "off-lake" development, the

more quickly the special character of each of these lakes disappears.

• The lakes belong to everyone; no one's ever said that recreational
access to lakes should be discouraged. Still, clusters of permanent
access in development sprawls without the ensuing legal responsibility
for the care/maintenance of that adjacent lakeshore property (such as
required of a homeowner or lakeside resort business) directly
jeopardizes the health and long-term viability of Ottertail Lake, other
lakes, and the surrounding area.

• As you well know, a natural resource such as a lake is a valuable,

finite resource and not one with an infinite capacity for exploitation.

The boat landing on Highway 78, Ottertail, often is already extremely

crowded. More development encourages more boats, necessitating

quicker 'in and out' for boat owners. This, in turn, creates traffic

problems on roads, at landings, and increases the likely-hood of

accidents, overfishing, pollution, and the introduction of milfoil and

zebra mussels.

• The numerous negative impacts of cluster, RV vehicle-trailer

parks on any surrounding area, urban or rural, are well documented
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and commonly understood. Attaching 185 small lots within easy

access of Ottertail Lake, in effect, makes a mockery of the Minnesota

state laws against sub-dividing lakeshore into smaller parcels, laws

designed to prevent just such the type of overcrowding that's being

marketed in this clustered resort.

As stewards of our county's natural resources, the Ottertail County Board

needs to reject the profiteering of corporations such as those behind this

proposal (or those certain to follow) and to forego this easily available,

short-term influx of tax revenues. Such financial enticements shouldn't be

enough to convince any of you to gamble with the long-term future of our

county's most important resources. If approved, this short-sighted cluster of

RVs and trailers will most certainly result in numerous, varied, long-term

logistical and legal problems for both area landowners and for Ottertail

County.

Please send a strong signal of "Yes" for preservation of the unique

qualities of Ottertail County lakes by voting "NO" on these invasive cluster

developments.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

Lon LaGrave

29839 Highland Loop

Battle Lake, MN 56515

Email: lonoki@gmail.com
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Bill Kalar

From: Madel! Lark <madell.lark@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:29 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: RV Park and Resort Project

My wife andI are 100% against the above-mentioned project on the east sideof OtterTail Lake for the
following reasons:

1. 185 more lake lots at this location is an overload to both the lake and State Hwy 78.
2. The increased boat traffic will be impossible to inspect for invasive species.
3. We have owned property on Otter Tail for over 50 years and appreciate the residential zoning and do not
need more commercial use for a large number of people in a compact development.

Bob and Madell Lark

RECEIVED

^ND& RESOURCE
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Bill Kalar

From: trueman26@comcast.net

Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 12:06 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Comments to EAW for The Homestead at Ottertail RV Park & Resort
Attachments: OT EAW Comment.docx

<JJ?

Mr. Kalar, attached please find my comments regarding the EAW for The Homstead at
Ottertail RV Park & Resort. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding
my comments.

Thank you.

Laura Nehl-Trueman ^Q
«*y
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March 20, 2013

Mr. Bill Kalar

Administrator

Otter Tail County, Land & Resources Management

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Dear Mr. Kalar;

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Environmental Assessment Worksheet for The Homestead at
Ottertail RV Park & Resort (EAW). As provided for in the Environmental Quality Board (EQB) Guide to
Minnesota Environmental Review Rules, the function of the review program is to avoid and minimize damage to
environmental resources cause by public and private actions. The environmental review process is designed to
disclose information about environmental effects and ways to minimize and avoid them. In this respect, the
EAW does not provide sufficient information that will help the County make an informed decision regarding the
proposed project, permits needed for the project, and whether the project will need an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).

Specific comments on the EAW paragraphs are as follows:

#9. Land use. Discussion of project compatibility with adjacent and nearby land uses and whether any
potential conflicts involve environmental matters. This paragraph is incomplete.

The EAW states adjacent land use consists of agriculture and single family residential. However, only two
environmental factors are addressed regarding compatibility with these adjacent land uses—The potential
environmental impact with the single family residences is particularly important to discuss. The EAW provides
the gravel road would be sprayed to reduce dust and that noise would be managed under the "quiet hour
policy." Minn. R. 4410.0200, subp. 23 defines environment to include: land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna,
ambient noise, energy resources, and man-made objects or natural features of historic, geologic or aesthetic
significance.

There is no discussion regarding the other environmental factors regarding compatibility to singlefamily
residences. For example,
Land- This isa large development of over 70 acres that isan incompatible development to the adjacent single
family residences.

Air- substantial increase in traffic will produce increased emissions which is incompatible with adjacent single
family residences.

Water- increased use of Lake Otter Tail from the 185 rental units. Even though the development is not located
directly on the lake and lake access is not provided, the development isclose enough to the lake to be subjectto
the Ottertail Shoreland Management Ordinance. However, the fact that the renters will have boats that will
use the lake is essentially ignored throughout the EAW. The only way that water impact would not be
considered as an environmental factor is if the development would prohibit watercraft from the park.
Noise- the quiet hour policy does not address noise issues that may arise outside of the quiet hours. There is
potential for substantial noise associated during the day hours, such as loud music, traffic noise, and noise from
people renting out the pavilion for events such as wedding receptions which often include bands.
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#13. Water Use. Discussion regarding wells. This paragraph is incomplete.

Regarding newwells, the EAW provides that well installation will be done in accordance with the requirements
of the Minnesota Department of Health, installed by a Minnesota Licensed Well Contractor, and that required
permits will be obtained and that newwell locations will be determined upon final project approval.

However, question 13 provides that more information is needed at this time regarding the location and purpose
of any new wells, public supplyaffected, changes to be made, and water quantities to be used; the source,
duration, quantity and purposeof any appropriations. It is understood that this information will be contained in
any permit applications but such information is also required to be provided in the EAW so a determination can
be provided as to the environmental impact of any wells.

How manywellsare contemplated, what is the location of the wells, how will the wells affect the underground
water sources- quantity of water needed. Will the quantity of water needed for the operation be a drain on
existing ground water resources? None of this information is included.

In addition, the EAW provides that the gravel roads will be watered for dust control and a pool will be installed.
What will be the source of water for this watering and pool. Given the fact that this is such a large development,
it is necessary to include a quantitative analysis of the impacts on ground water levels.

#14. Water-related land use management district. Discussion of Shoreland zoning district. This paragraph is
incomplete.

The EAW indicates that the project is part of a shoreland zoning district. Therefore, the EAW must identify the
district and discuss project compatibility with district land use restrictions. The response in the EAW is "As
required by the Shoreland Management Ordinance, the proposal has been surveyed and designed by Moore
Engineering Inc., 1808 East FirAvenue, Fergus Falls, MN 56537; 218-998-4041." This information does not
meet the requirements of paragraph 14. What are the land use restrictions imposed by the ordinance? Is the
project compatible with those restrictions? The ordinance is designed to project the lake and the EAW needs

to discuss whether the project complies with any zoning requirements.

#15 Water surface use. The paragraph is incomplete.

The EAW states that the project will not change the number or type of watercraft on any water body. This
conclusion is justified by the fact that the proposed RV Park & Resort does not currently have or request access
to any lake or river. The EAW also provides that the project provides an opportunity for camping and related
activities, in a rural-farm setting. The proposed vegetative planting will promote this theme.

This response completely ignores the fact that the "proposed project will be largely within a Shoreland Area of
Otter Tail County", as stated in the response to paragraph 17. To try to describe this proposed project as being
developed in a "rural-farm setting" is irresponsible and does not deal with the environmental impacts that the
development will have on Otter Tail Lake and other nearby lakes and rivers. It is true that the proposed
development does not have direct lake access, however, the project is literally across the street from Lake Otter
Tail and located near several other lakes and rivers as well. Unless the project prohibits watercraft from being
brought into the Park and Resort, then the environmental issues related to watercraft use must be addressed.

Users of the Park and Resort could conceivably each have one or more watercraft consisting of speedboats, jet
skis, fishing boats, etc. That would be one of the advantages for the people using the facility, easy and quick



access to the lakes and rivers. Even though the proposed project is described in paragraph 6 as having a "farm
theme" in reality this is really a lakeside Park and Resort where the lakes and rivers will be the main attraction
and not the "vegetative planting," as referenced above.

Furthermore, there is no discussion of any mitigation measures that will be used to minimize conflicts with the
watercraft use. The increased use of watercraft will have an impact on fish and wildlife resources and the
environmental impacts of the watercraft need to be addressed and discussed. The watercraft issue also ties in
with the traffic impacts under paragraph 21.

#17. Water quality: surface water runoff. Paragraph 17(b) is incomplete.

Statements are made in the EAW that onsite surface water runoff initially flows to existing onsite low areas

within the project area, from these areas water will infiltrate through sandy soils to the ground water table.
Evidence to support this statement is missing from the EAW. Does the groundwater eventually drain to the
lake, so that the lake then becomes a receiving water for the project? This is not clear from the EAW and further
analysis is needed to ensure that the sensitive and valued resource of the nearby lakes is not impacted. There is

insufficient data to support the EAWstatement.

#18. Water quality: wastewaters. Paragraph 18 is incomplete.

a. The EAW requires a statement regarding the quantities of wastewater that will be produced or treated at the

site. The EAW states that the wastewater will be treated through an onsite SSTS, however, no information or

calculations are provided regarding the quantities of wastewater that will be treated or produced.

b. The information provided in this section is too general and is dependent on the determination of the size of
the project. Ifthe information cannot be provided for this project and for the environmental review then
perhaps this project is not ready for environmental review at this point. What are the suitability of the site
conditions for SSTSs, will the system function adequately?

#21. Traffic. Paragraph 21 is incomplete.

Exhibit 9 from OtterTail Township provides information on the condition of 295th street and the possible effects
of increased usage regarding the project. The letter itself does not deal with increased traffic on the street and
the impacts of the increased traffic other than the additional dust.

The information provided by MnDOTdoes provide some of the trafficdetails. There is a trafficcount map from
2009 that was used, which is already several years old. Also, it is not sure if the traffic count is averaged out
over the entire year or whether these are summer traffic totals. Ifthe traffic counts are over an entire year then
this is not an accurate reflection of the traffic that occurs on Hwy 78 during the summer months. There is no
traffic count information that is provided for Hwy 5. The estimated peak hour of traffic is just that, an estimate.
Iwould estimate that the traffic would be substantially increased due to the proximityto the lake. There are 370
additional parking spaces added, half of which could be parking for watercraft which may be towed in and out of
the lakes on a daily basis. The traffic analysis also does not take into account the traffic impacts of the rental of
the pavilion for large events such as weddings, family reunions, conferences, etc.

The impact of this proposed project will be increased traffic congestion for both Hwys 5 and 78.

#22. Vehicle-related air emissions. Paragraph 22 is incomplete.

3



The EAW provides a statement by MnDOT that provides "I do not feel the trafficgenerated byyour campground
will have any additional effect on the air quality." This statement underestimates the extent of the proposed
project. As stated in paragraph 6 of the EAW, this is proposed 185 RV Unit Park and Resort with a picnicpavilion
and swimming pool. The facilities of which may be used by the publicon rental basis for social events, family
reunions, wedding receptions, conferences, etc. A"feeling" that this increased traffic will not have an effect on
air quality is insufficient to determine the environmental impacts of the proposed project on air quality.

#23. Odors, noise and dust. Paragraph 23 is incomplete

Noise. The discussion regarding noise is limited to the noise level during the quiet hour policy. However, no
information is provided regarding the hours outside the quiet hour policy. This is a fairly large development
which will likely produce increased traffic noise, increased noise from the rental facilities. What mitigation
steps will be taken to ensure the reduction in noise outside the quiet hours?

#27. Compatibility with plans and land use regulations. Paragraph 27 is incomplete.

The EAW mentions that the project is subject to the Cluster Development requirements of the Otter Tail County
Shoreland Management Ordinance, however, the EAW does not discuss the ordinances compatibility with the
proposed project and it does not explain how the conflicts will be resolved as required by paragraph 27. Is this
project consistent with the Shoreland Ordinance? Are there environmental conflicts that need to be

addressed? The answer provided is insufficient to determine the compatibility with the ordinance.

#28. Impact on infrastructure and public service. Paragraph 28 is incomplete.

The proposer stated that no new or expanded utilities, roads, or other infrastructure will be required to service
the project. I am not sure how that conclusion can be reached when new and/or expanded electric facilities will
be added to the site as well as SSTS and water capacity.

In paragraph 6, the proposal anticipates a driveway width of approximately 20' for 295th street. It is not clearas
to whether this will be an increase to the existing road width. Ifthis is a widening of the road then this is an
expanded utility that must be addressed.

In addition, paragraph 21 discusses the MnDOT project to partially reconstruct Hwy78. It is not clear if this
increased road infrastructure is needed for the increased traffic capacity, due, in part, from proposed
development and increased traffic in that location. There is no analysis to be able to determine if these are
connected actions.

# 29. Cumulative Potential Effects. See paragraph #28, it is not clear as to whether the road projects on 295th
street and Hwy78 impact or are related to this project and those project need to be addressed in further detail
before the environmental effects can be determined.

#30. Other potential environmental impacts.

The project has the potential to create other environmental effects in the following areas:

Otter Tail boat launch area that is located near the proposed project. There is a significant potential for
the use of the boat launch on Otter Tail Lake if a majority of users of the Park and Resort intend to



launch their watercraft on a frequent basis. The result will be increased traffic at the boat launch
resulting in congestion. Another significant environmental impact will be the potential for the spread of
invasive species caused by an increase in boats being transferred in and out of the lake on a frequent
basis.

Otter Tail wayside rest area located near the proposed project will also have an environmental impact
based on the increased traffic and congestion. Even though a pool will be located on the Park and
Resort with a lake located across the street, it has to be anticipated that guests will use the wayside rest
area as a close location to access the lake for swimming and other water activities. What will be the
environmental impact of this increased volume at the wayside rest area?

#31 Summary of issues.

As discussed above, the EAW is lacking in sufficient detail in order to provide an adequate environmental
assessment of the proposed project. The discussion of mitigation measures and lack of discussion regarding
alternatives is minimal or non-existent.

As a landowner on Otter Tail Lake I am very familiar with the proposed project area and know that the

environmental impacts of the project are under scored in this EAW. Hwy 78 is a busy road on a normal summer
day and adding the 370 more parking spots in a concentrated area with the potential for 370 vehicles, boats,
trailers and other watercraft will have a significant environmental impact on the surrounding area. The EAW is
lacking in mitigation measures to address potentially significant impacts, particularly with regard to traffic. It is
clear from the responses to the EAW that the proximity of the location of the proposed Park and Resort to Otter
Tail Lake is being underscored as to the environmental impact.

The above comments indicate that, at the very least, the EAW is incomplete and needs to be returned to the
project proposer. The EAW does not address potential impacts which warrant further investigation before the
project is commenced, and to determine the need for an EIS. At this point it cannot be determined whether the
project has the potential for significant environmental effects. Once additional information is included, it could
be determined that an EIS is required.

Sincerely,

Laura Nehl-Trueman

1372 Sargent Ave.

St. Paul, MN 55105

Trueman26@comcast.net
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Bill Kalar

From: Amber Mertes <almertes@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:53 AM ^<^
To: Bill Kalar <&,
Subject: CONCERNS with Proposed Otter Tail RV Park and Resort <^ <$fo

\Hello Bill, uO/s

I'm writing to voice our concerns with the proposed Otter Tail RV Park and Resort at the junction of State
Hwy 78 and CR5. While we understand the desire to make a dollar by offering the use of a 'free resource', in
reality, it is not free. The taxpayers in the area and the homeowners along the lakeshores have invested heavily
in maintaining it and keeping it as beautiful as it is today. They have done this both with financial, physical
and emotional investments throughout generations.

With 185 spots and an average of 3 people per spot, this would be opening the lake and area to another 555+
people, 200+ boats and at least 250 vehicles assuming only some of them have teenage drivers or guests at any
given time. That is an overwhelming amount of traffic - of all kinds.

There are multiple concerns with this proposal.

1. First and foremost, renters have no vested interest in the health of the lake. They can easily introduce invasive
species to the water by not maintaining their boats as they move from lake to lake in the area. If one lake is
destroyed, they just move to the next. Add to this the almost inevitable beer bottles, cans and litter that "fall" in
the lake or along the roadways and after a few years it would be a mess.

2. Road traffic and safety. The highway is already quite busy. Additional traffic may cause congestion and
safety issues with car and pedestrian traffic in the area.

3. Lake overcrowding. This is a huge problem and you can see it on Big Detroit Lake. It's miserable to try to ski
or do anything with the boat. Detroit Lake would make my work commute only 45 minutes (currently 1.5 hrs)...
but due to the over population on that lake and the quality of life we are accustomed to here, we chose to buy
and build on Ottertail Lake where our family has come and lived for years. This proposal threatens to destroy
that tranquility - and possibly the investments of many lakeshore owners.

4. Boat landings: There are already extensive waits on the boat landings most days. Add to this the additional
cost that may be needed to maintain them or add security as more people are introduced to the area.

5. Public beach areas: These will be overcrowded as the resort campers will naturally go to the public beaches
for everyday use. This would be a huge decrement to the people that actually live and pay taxes in the area to
maintain those beaches and have come to enjoy the more quiet relaxation they offer. We fear this will cause the
people that live here to no longer get to enjoy it for themselves or with their children.

6. Small businesses in the area would have difficulty maintaining supplies, but only during the high summer
months. While this is good for them at the time, it is detrimental to the area homeowners that depend on having
that supply. In order to resolve, a larger business would be needed, but this business model cannot sustain any
new businesses that would be able to keep up with the demand but also maintain their business through the
longer, low seasons.



7. While this is a generalization, and most are undeserving of this description, people that rent in an institution
like this are generally loud, disruptive, messy and irresponsible. We used to rent a spot in a lake park and left
because of these reasons. These issues occurred despite the best efforts of the resort owners. This could
introduce all kinds of issues that would not be only limited to the RV park but also out on the lake, on the
beaches, on the roads and in the local businesses.

8. Lake safety: There is already a problem with people either unaware of boating rules and laws (or just
ignoring them). People continually boat too close to the shore (especially considering our shore depths!) and put
children and swimmers at risk. Add to that people that are drinking or just out to party for the weekend on top
of not knowing those rules, the decrease in safety increases significantly. This would be on the lake and on the
roads!

The good, just does NOT outweigh the bad.

Thank you for taking our concerns in to consideration.

Jeremy and Amber Mertes
Ottertail Lake Homeowners
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Bill Kalar

From: Sharon Bjork <tbjork@eot.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:18 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Letter re: development on Otter Tail Lake RpppM tp-
Attachments: March -letter to Bill Kalar.docx
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March 19, 2013

Mr. Bill Kalar

Land and Recourse Management

540 West Fir

Fergus Falls, MN 56537

Re: Commercial Development

Homestead at Otter Tail RV Park and Resort

Dear Sir,

I am writing to voice strong approval to the proposed 185 unit

development stated above.

There are several reasons to approve this proposal:

1. The development would not necessarily have much of an effect

on the current lake life of the current persons living on the lake.

As for the suggestion of increased boat traffic—there are many
days that we look out unto the lake and see very few boats on the

lake and in fact there are days when there are no visible boat

traffic and we sit on a high point on the lake and have an

expansive view of the lake. The only time that we see any
significant traffic on the lake is when there is a fishing

tournament.

Just because there is a camp ground near the lake does not mean
that there are going to be many additional boats on the lake. Not
everyone will bring a boat. I have talked to several persons who

would camp at the development that would not bring a boat.
2. This development would be an advantage for families who have

company, such as for a family reunion, as it would be a place for

the people to camp and not have to go to a motel up to 30 to 40
miles away or to camp on the person's lake lot and put a-burden



on the lake sewer system. A lot of the company would not be
bringing a boat but use the boats, etc. of the family on the lake.

3. The development being on County Road #5 will not necessarily
create any more highway congestion than if the development was

located anyplace else along Highway 78. Highway 78 is a state

highway and it is expected that there will be traffic on the road. If
one tries to limit traffic on the highway then we should try and
stop any and all development of businesses along Highway 78

including any businesses in Ottertail, Perham and Battle Lake.

4. As to additional use of boat landings, there are many days in the

summer that there are no vehicles at the landings around Otter

Tail Lake.

5. There is an expressed concern about elevated risk for invasive

species as a result of the development. It would seem to me that

there is already a risk of invasive species in the lake as result of

fishing tournaments that are allowed and the Friends of Otter Tail

Lake are not expressing concern about those boats and many of
them comes from various lakes in and out of this area.

6. I do not believe that having this development will change the

unique living experience and quality of life of Otter Tail Lake

residence.

7. Otter Tail Lake does not belong to the persons who live on the

shore of the lake. The lake is for public use and therefore the

public should be able to use it whether it is someone who is

camping near the lake or travelling from a distance.

8. I have lived on Otter Tail Lake for 46 years and have never seen

the lake being over used and do not believe that the above named

development would cause the lake, highway, or boat landings to
be overtaxed.

9. The development would bring money into the county. In terms of

tax dollars, increase sale of various goods and groceries, persons

seeking entertainment such as eating out, movies and other forms
of entertainment.



This development is compatible for this area and

this proposed 185 unit development should be approved

Thank you,

Sharon K. Bjork



Bill Kalar

From:

Sent:

To:

Cc:

Subject:

Kay Wickstrom <kandlwickstrum@cox.net>
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 6:46 PM
Bill Kalar

NermoeJ@arvig.net
FW: Otter Tail Lakes

Pis confirm receipt of this e/mail. Thank you.

From: Kay Wickstrom rmailto:kandlwickstrum(a)cox.net1
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:33 PM
To: 'dKalar@co.ottertail.MN.US'
Cc: 'JNermoe@arvig.net'
Subject: Otter Tail Lakes

Mc
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MN°S RESOURCE

'SOMEONE IS MISSING THE BOAT'

How can ANYONE call this project, 'HOMESTEAD AT OTTER TAIL LAKE'????

WHEN

. They (the perspective dwellers) have not lived 30-50 years at, near or ON OTTER TAIL LAKE?

. Just and only to construct 185 camp units does not qualify for any participation in the surrounding lakes area

. They have never invested in lakefront property, or taken care of property or paid taxes on hundreds of lake parcels at Otter
Tail Lake, or to have EARNED THE RIGHT TO BE NEAR IT!!! (Otter Tail Lake).

UNLESS are we attempting to compete with and become another WE FEST

Environment? Detroit Lakes becomes a virtual zoo. Our property values will almost certainly go down if this deal goes
through!

AS A LAKESHORE PROPERTY OWNER i greatly OPPOSE this so/called 'Cluster Development' to be
allowed AT ANY PROPOSED SITE anywhere NEAR our Lakeshore Properties.

Reasons? THEY ARE OBVIOUS:

Cluster Development will alter the entire character of the area.

Negative impact of Septic Systems

Negative effect on Traffic



Infiltration ofthose who care nothing about the land, water, neighboring communities or values of those having lived in our
area for years including the LAND/LAKESHORE VALUES!!!!

Negative Impact far outweighs any positives for the area.

Use of land for this purpose or purposes is not logical to the BIG PICTURE at OTTER TAIL LAKE, or surrounding lakes!

THE FACT THAT PROPERTY OWNERS WERE NOT NOTIFIED IN A TIMELY WAY:

I.E....THE MAJORITY OF PROPERTY OWNERS ARE GONE FOR THE WINTER MONTHS; THUS, HOW COULD WE
BE PRESENT TO WORK WITH THE ABOVE NEWS?????

More/additional information and support is needed for the Otter Tail Property Association property owners to
evaluate this so-called project.

An ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY IS NEEDED for additional evaluation of said project!!!!

As a lakeshore property owner, /, Kay Lund Wickstrom am NOTin favor of the Homestead At Otter TailLakes
project

You may contact me at: 623-910-8093



Bill Kalar

From: Richard J. Galena <rjgalena@galenalaw.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:03 PM
To: Bill Kalar

Subject: Homestead RV Park & Resort Objections

To: Mr. Bill Kalar

Otter Tail County
Land &Resource Management ^tefrv*

Re: Homestead RV Park & Resort

Dear Mr. Kalar:

I am Dick Galena, the owner of our family's summer cottage on Otter Tail Lake. The cottage was built by my
grandfather, Bill Galena, in 1924 and is located on Roinez Beach. Both I and my father, Jen-y Galena, grew up
in Fergus Falls and at the Lake during the summer. I am well versed about the Otter Tail Lake community and
its residents.

I have reviewed the plans for the proposed 185-cluster RV Park and Resort. I am not in favor of this
plan for many reasons including, but not limited to, the following:

1. The proposed facility will create a volume of traffic in the area and on the Lake which will tend
to be unsafe or which will cast an undue burden of traffic upon the area and the Lake.

2. The proposed facility is not compatible with adjacent development especially the single family
lakeshore cottages and homes.

3. The proposed facility is not compatible with the maintenance of the natural beauty of the area
and the Lake.

4. The proposed facility, by reason of noise, fumes or other nuisance characteristics, will be a
source of nuisance or annoyance to persons in the vicinity of the facility.

5. Adequate car and trailer parking facilities, public toilets, and security are not available at the
Lake parks, beaches, and boat launches to handle the constant and increased usage from this
proposed facility. .

6. The proposed facility will have an adverse affect upon the quality of the wildlife in the area and
the quality of the water of the Lake and the ecology of the area and the Lake.

7. The proposed facility will not serve the general public as opposed to a limited segment of the
public.

8. The proposed facility will obstruct or occupy too great an area of the public water of the Lake,
the Lake's boat launches, beaches, the public Lake parks, and public parking areas for cars and
boat trailers..
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9. There is not adequate water depths available for the use by the proposed facility at the boat
launches without churning of the bottom sediments and depositing invasive species. .

10. The use of the boat launches by the facility will increase the risk for invasive species and will
result in severe ramification for the Lake.

11. The proposed facility is not compatible with the adjacent area usage and Lake usage.

12. The use by the proposed facility of boat launches and public beaches on the Lake for the
purpose of increasing non-riparian property values is not proper and, if approved, will cast an
undue burden onto the Lake, boat launches, car and trailer parking facilities, beaches and parks.

j. The proposed facility will decrease both single family lakeshore and non-lakeshore home values
in the area.

Please do not approve this Cluster Project. I have witnessed first hand the negative impact that cluster housing
has on a community. This project is not good for Otter Tail County and its residents.

Thank you for your consideration.
Dick Galena

Richard J. Galena

Galena Law Firm, P.A.
White Bear Professional Bldg.
4886 Highway 61, Suite 204
St. Paul ( White Bear Lake), MN 55110
telephone: 651-429-6555
facsimile: 651-429-5597

e-mail: rj»alena(a galenalaw.com

website: www.2alenalaw.com
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